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Where’s Wando
We’ve hidden Wando somewhere in this issue of 365ink.
Can you find him?

www.Dubuque365.com

{ bryce’s inkubator }

You want to talk about creative energy, try
having Michael Coty, Christopher Kulovitz
and the circus of artistic and cultural
madness that is the Julien Dubuque
International Film Festival set up shop
in your office for a year. We’ve watched
these two film super-fans (who are also
fine filmmakers in their own right) create
great events for cinema in Dubuque over
the past few years, including the Get-Reel
Student Film Festival, the Canned Film
Competition and now this, the mother of
all Film Festivals (as far as our neck of the
woods is concerned).
From what I have gleaned, in the past year
or more that this single weekend has been
in the works, is that Dubuque already has
a more organized event with bigger films,
more independent film directors and real
stars of the silver screen that festivals of
our size manage to build over a few years.
Dubuque went to the national convention
of film festival organizers in Austin, Texas
to learn all they could and instead, had
people’s jaws dropping at what was going
on in Dubuque. Other professionals who
have been around the block a few times
were astonished at what had been put
together for the festival this year and
asked how many years it has been going
on. When they heard that the first-ever
festival hadn’t even happened yet and
Dubuque was already able to pull together
the kind of talent and planning that they
had, they were floored.
Part of the problem with being from
Dubuque and planning something in
Dubuque is suffering from the “local guy
syndrome.” It’s kind of like how everyone
listens to the new guy’s ideas because he’s
new and special and a year later he (or you)
is now one of the old guys and nobody
listens to you anymore. If Harrold Hill rolled
into River City with the greatest Film Festival
Idea, it would by front page news. Well
folks, let me tell you this IS front page news
and no one is apologizing because we just
happen to have the talent, the connections,
and the passion right here in Dubuque to
create a Film Festival better than anyone
else could bring to town. This is because the
guys from the Festival don’t just know their
craft, they know their audience.

www.Dubuque365.com

hey, i can’t heat what the back and white guy is saying!

This is going to be a big deal for our
city and a huge opportunity for each
and every one of us to experience film
in a whole new, and very entertaining
way. I think anyone (and based on
the attendance, a LOT of you did) who
made it to the Hotel Julien Dubuque’s
screening last year of “The Best and the
Brightest,” understands exactly what to
expect with the festival weekend. For
one magical stretch of days, a little slice of
Hollywood is going to descend on lower
Main Street in Dubuque. Bars, restaurants
and businesses of all kinds are getting
involved and transforming into cozy
theaters and charged-up social spaces. I
can’t image why anyone would miss it for
the world.
Personally, I’m quite looking forward to
the screening of the classic silent film
“The Kid” starring comic legend Harold
Lloyd accompanied by the Grand Pops
Ochestra. They did this at the Beloit
International Film Festival and people
would not stop talking about it. It’s one
of those experiences that everyone who
does NOT get a ticket is going to kicking
themselves afterwards. So my advice
is not to wait until the weekend of the
event when all of the out-of-town Festival
attendees roll into town and soak up the
seats at the key events. Get to the Grand
and secure your seats NOW. Don’t make
me say I told you so when the date arrives
and you can’t get in. Read much more
about that special event on page 22.
That’s not to say I’m not going to hit as
many venues as I can. From the opening
party until we pass out from too much
fun on Sunday, I look forward to being
dead center of this whirlwind that is
the Julien Dubuque International Film
Festival. I hope to see you there too. What
an amazing opportunity to once again
put Dubuque on the national map in a
whole new way. If we can support an
event of this size and quality in just its
first years, just image what this can grow
into over time. Big stars, great memories,
and tens of thousands of dollars pumped
into our local economy. This is a big win,
Dubuque. Make sure you can say you
were there when it all started!
365ink Magazine | issue #158
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that’s it, kiss 365ink goodbye, i’m joining the circus when it gets here!

newly found artistic interest in mosaic tiles.
The show runs until May 25. The opening
reception will be held from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. on Friday, April 13 in the Library’s historic Rotunda. During the free reception,
the artists will be on hand to meet people
and discuss their work.

Photography Seminar

Sat. April 14, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
E.B. Lyons Interpretive Center

George Carden
El Kahir Shrine Circus
April 12-13
Five Flags Arena

Five Flags Arena roars to life with tigers,
elephants, and dramatic daredevils, as
the legendary El Kahir Shrine Circus rolls
into Dubuque April 12-13 with three spectacular shows – Thursday, April 12 at 6:30
p.m. and Friday, April 13 at 4:30 and 7:30
p.m. With a range of talented performers, the three-ring circus is sure to amaze
young circus fans. “This is a show that is
all about family fun and creating memories,” says emcee Michelle Audrey. With
beautiful aerialists, clowns, lions, tigers,
and six-ton performer, Bo the Elephant,
the Shrine Circus is a classic, hitting all
the marks. The Circus is pleased to offer
affordable family entertainment. Tickets
are $17 for adults and $15 for children.
Tickets may be purchased at the Five
Flags Center Arena Box Office.

Art @ Your Library

Reception Fri. April 13, 5:30 p.m.
Carnegie-Stout Library
The Carnegie-Stout Public Library’s latest Art @ Your Library® show highlights
the work of three local artists. Odra Eberhardt will be sharing her mixed media
collection reflecting many of her travels.
Michael Garside’s oils on acrylic capture
his interest in molecular composition and
cellular patterns. Tracey Rush displays her
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Steep Canyon Rangers

The Grand Opera House
Friday, April 13, 7:30 p.m.

The Steep Canyon Band, the top selling
bluegrass band that recorded and toured
with Steve Martin, comes to the Grand
Friday April 13th at 7:30 (See ad at right).
Their album “Rare Bird Alert” debuted at
#1 on Billboard’s Bluegrass chart. With
smooth vocals, smart songwriting, ferocious instrumentals and jaw-dropping
harmony, the Rangers will bring Bluegrass
to the stage of the Grand for the first time
in years. All reserved seats are $20.

Orchid Ensemble

Fri. April 13, 7:30 p.m.
Divine Word College

Listen to Orchid Ensemble in concert at
Divine Word College in Epworth, Iowa, on
April 13 at 7:30 p.m. Blending ancient musical instruments and traditions from China
and beyond in a beautiful new sound, the
JUNO-nominated Orchid Ensemble has
embraced a variety of musical styles in its
repertoire, ranging from the traditional
and contemporary music of China, World
Music, New Music and Creative Improvisation. Suggested offering: $5.

365ink Magazine | issue #158

Learn from award-winning Tri-State area
photographer Ronald Tigges during an
all day, hands-on photography seminar,
“From the Lens to the Imagination,” on
Saturday, April 14 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the E.B. Lyons Interpretive Center,
Mines of Spain Recreation Area. Ron will
be discussing techniques from basic to
advanced, including aperture, depth of
field camera settings; how to approach
nature; remote flash techniques; using
existing light; HDR, Panoramas, Gigaprint;
what gear is best; composition; printing
aspect ratio and size; and photo cropping
and editing. Bring your camera. Cost: $75.
Class size limited to 20 participants. For
information, visit digitaldubuque.com
or call Jennifer or Ronald Tigges at (563)
583-7128. (365 says you won’t find a better
photo Jedi than Ron!)

Opening Doors 5K Run & Walk
Sat. April 14, 8 a.m.
Clarke University Kehl Center

Run, walk, or cheer at the Opening Doors
7th Annual 5K run and walk on Saturday,
April 14 in a Dash to End Homelessness.
Proceeds will help the Maria House and
Teresa Shelter continue their support of
homeless women and children in the TriState community. Mayor Roy Buol will
provide opening remarks, and fitness
sponsors will be hosting activities and
prize drawings throughout the morning.
Activities will include blood pressures
checks, yoga stretches, foot analysis, and

the opportunity to talk to dieticians and
trainers. The 5K race is officiated by the
MVRA (Mississippi Valley Running Association). The course begins and ends at Clarke
University Kehl Center, with the outdoor
course traveling through the neighborhoods surrounding Clarke University. Registration for runners and walkers starts at
8 a.m., the children’s 1/2 mile fun run takes
place at 8:30, and the 5K run and walk starts
at 9 a.m. Awards and prizes will follow at 10
a.m. Pre-register by April 1 for $25 (students
$15) for a free t-shirt. Kids run $5 (does not
include t-shirt). Registration forms are available at Big Apple Bagels, online at www.
GetMeRegistered.com or openingdoorsdbq.org, or at the event starting at 8 a.m.
for both runners and walkers.

Treasure Hunt at the Caves
Sat. April 14, 9-11 a.m.
Maquoketa Caves State Park

Have some fun at a Treasure Hunt at
Maquoketa Caves State Park on Saturday
April 14 from 9 to 11 a.m. in a search using
GPS units, sponsored by Jackson County
Conservation. The route is go at your own
pace and can be started at any time. Stick
around for the Friends of the Caves pancake breakfast, with maple syrup made
from the trees at the park. Meet at the main
shelter across from the informational kiosk.

Midwest Division III
Rugby Playoffs

Sat. April 14, 1:30 at Rite Hite
The Gentlemen of Dubuque Rugby Football
Club will take on the Rockford Ravens in the
3rd round of the Midwest Western Conference Playoffs on Saturday, April 14th. Kick-off
is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. at Rite Hite, 4343
Chavenelle Rd. The winner of this match will
advance to the Midwest Final Four in Elkhart
Indiana, with a shot at making the national
playoffs. No cost to attend the match.

www.Dubuque365.com
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if you take a chopper to the fly-in breakfast you can hit the other one at albrecht acres afterwards!

One Particular Harbor

series. Native Americans have utilized and
exchanged galena from the Upper Mississippi valley for thousands of years. The
arrival of European colonial powers created
an enormous market for the mineral. From
the late 1600s until the late 1820s, the Miami,
Meskwaki and Ho-Chunk mined, smelted
and traded lead on an industrial scale. Millhouse’s presentation will give an overview
of this tradition and the critical role it played
in the historical trajectory of the region.

Sat. April 14, 6 p.m.-midnight
Grand River Center
The Dubuque Parrotheads (Jimmy Buffet
fans) will hold their annual fundraiser, “One
Particular Harbor,” from 6 p.m. to midnight
on Saturday, April 14, at the Grand River
Center. They have chosen Opening Doors
as their 2012 recipient, with the goal of raising $13,000 to help women needing transitional or emergency shelter. This tropical
party will feature acoustical Buffett tunes
from Pirate Over 50 and tropical tunes
from Dubuque’s Steve Cavanaugh. Headlining is the Cedar Island Band, a Buffett
tribute band. Enjoy food, fun, drinks, silent
auction items, door and raffle prizes, and
much more! They better pace themselves,
there’s a Buffet concert in DesMoines three
days later. Tickets are $12 in advance, $15 at
the door, and are available by calling (563)
599-0991 (Parrotheads) or(563) 582-7480
(Maria House).To learn more, visit www.
dbqphlockers.org oropeningdoorsdbq.org.

Native American Mining
in the Driftless Region

Sat. April 14, 7 p.m.
DeSoto House Hotel, Galena

Galena is known for its mines. We often
think of the mines as worked by white pioneers and immigrants. In fact, the origins
of mining in our region date much earlier.
Long before the white man made his way to
Galena, Native Americans were digging into
the soil to find what minerals they could.
Phil Millhouse will present “Native American
Mining in the Driftless Region” on Saturday, April 14 at 7 p.m. at the DeSoto House
Hotel ballroom as part of the Galena-Jo
Daviess County Historical Society’s lecture
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Fly-in / Drive-in Breakfast
Dubuque Regional Airport
Sun. April 15, 7 a.m.-noon

The University of Dubuque Flight Team’s
annual Fly-in / Drive-in Breakfast will be
held on Sunday April 15 from 7 a.m. to
noon. at the Blue Skies over Dubuque Hangar, Dubuque Regional Airport. The menu
will include pancakes, sausage, eggs, coffee, juice, milk and fruit. $7 per ticket, $4 for
children under 12. Pilot in command eats
free! For more information, contact Flight
Team President, Colin Waldorf at (563) 3218293 or email CWaldorf@dbq.edu.

Belgian Waffle Breakfast

Sunday, April 15, 7:30 a.m.-noon
Camp Albrecht Acres

An all you can eat Belgian Waffle Breakfast will be held at Camp Albrecht Acres
on Sunday April 15, from 7:30 till noon.
Meal includes waffles, sausage, ham, and

www.Dubuque365.com
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beverages. Adults: $8. Children ages 5-10:
$5. Under 5: free. All proceeds will benefit
the special needs individuals who attend
Camp Albrecht Acres, located at 14837
Sherrill Rd. in Sherrill, IA.

i find myself mesmerized by peter osprisko?

to pull a fire truck 15 feet in the shortest
amount of time, with the championship
team winning $200. Cost is $5 per person
per team. In the Airplane Pull, teams of 2
participants will have 2 tries to pull a plane
in the fastest combined time. Registration
fee of $10 per team. To learn more, send
email to Chris Matteson at cmatteson@dbq.
edu. All profits will benefit the Iowa Special
Olympics, and tπhe team who raises the
most money for the Special Olympics will
earn a prize. Women in Aviation will be selling food and beverages.

3 Authors to Visit
Kennedy Library in Dyersville
Sunday, April 15, 2 p.m. Author visit with
Scott Cawelti. Join author Scott Cawelti as
he discusses his book, “Brother’s Blood: A
Heartland Cain and Abel.” Monday, April
16, 7 p.m. Author visit with Robert Klein.
Dubuque author Bob Klein discusses
“Dubuque During the California Gold
Rush: When the Midwest Went West.” Sunday, April 22, 2 p.m. Dubuque’s Haunted
History with Richard Barker. Dr. Richard
Barker will discuss his latest boo with
examples and slides.

Together for Tomorrow with
Education Secretary Arne Duncan
Monday, April 16, 2:40 p.m.
Roshek Building

Fire Truck and Airplane Pull

Sun. April 15, 11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Dubuque Regional Airport
A Fire Truck and Airplane Pull to benefit
Iowa Special Olympics, hosted by Women in
Aviation of the University of Dubuque, will
be held on Sunday, April 15, from 11:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at the University of Dubuque
Ramp, Dubuque Regional Airport.
In the Fire Truck Pull, teams will compete

www.Dubuque365.com

The U.S. Department of Education, the
Corporation for National and Community
Service, and the White House Office of
Faith-based and Neighborhood Partnerships cordially invite you to Together for
Tomorrow: A Town Hall on Community
Engagement in Education, a national
initiative to spotlight and foster partnerships among schools, families, national
service programs, and community-based
organizations that propel improvement of our lowest-performing schools
with U.S. Department of Education
Secretary Arne Duncan and other special speakers and guests in the Roshek
Building lobby, Wednesday, April 18,
2:40 PM - 3:40 p.m.

365ink Magazine | issue #158
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write a song before we beat you with these guitars!

evening will end with a sneak peak and tour
of Gronen Restoration’s ongoing rehabilitation of the CARADCO Building in the Historic
Millwork District, led by Gronen staff.

exhibit will enlighten and entertain guests
of all ages.For more information, visit www.
galenahistorymuseum.org.

Spring Fling

Wed. April 18, 10:30 a.m.
East Dubuque District Library

Images of the City at Work
An Anniversary Exhibit
of the Klauer Collection
Tuesday, April 17
Voices Warehouse Gallery

The Voices Warehouse Gallery space (1000
Jackson) will host a special program on
Tuesday, April 17 from 6 to 8 p.m. Images of
the City at Work: An Anniversary Exhibit of
the Klauer Collection will present an exhibit
of 25 new prints made from the 100-year old
1912 glass plate negatives in the Klauer Collection. Photographer and artist Tim Olson
will deliver a presentation on the collection
and a on shooting a new set of photographs
in 2012. In addition, the City of Dubuque Ken
Kringle Awards and the Dubuque County
Historical Society Preservation Awards will
recognize exceptional historic preservation
projects from 2011 in a brief ceremony. The

8
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Join the East Dubuque District Library for a
Spring Fling on Wednesday, April 18. A toddler story time will be held at 10:30 a.m. Have
yourself photographed with a live bunny
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Butterfly crafts, activities, prizes, and cake all day long. Adults are
invited to a discussion by a representative of
the Dubuque Arboretum at 6 p.m. to learn
how to create your own Butterfly Garden.

Songwriters Weekend on April 20-22 at
Four Mounds Inn. Non-lodging cost is $259
including meals. For information, click on
“Tours & Events” at waygoodmusic.com or
email waygoodnorth@gmail.com.

April 21-22
Grand River Center

Switchback
Songwriters Weekend
April 20-22
Four Mounds

If you love writing songs, here’s an opportunity to visit one of the most beautiful spots
along the Mississippi in a carefully restored
mansion on an elegant estate for a weekend
of creativity, camaraderie, relaxation and
music. Anyone who loves to write songs or
is a fan of songwriting, young or old, pro or
amateur, is invited to attend the Switchback

365ink Magazine | issue #158

UPA Powerlifting & Bench Press
National Championship

Grant’s Birthday in Galena
April 20-22

The Galena and U.S. Grant Museum will celebrate the 190th birthday of General Ulysses
S. Grant with a weekend-long commemoration, April 20-22. Speakers, re-enactors, free
museum admission all weekend and a new

The United Powerlifting Association hosts
the UPA Powerlifting & Bench Press National
Championship at Dubuque’s Grand River
Center, Saturday and Sunday, April 21-22. The
competition is open to all UPA registered athletes with qualifying totals. Registered athletes
must show proof of UPA card at weigh-ins.
The men’s competition begins Saturday, April
21 a 9 a.m. Women, teen, junior, and masters’
competitions begin Sunday, April 22 at 9 a.m.
Admission for spectators will be just $10 for
each day or $15 for two days with children
10 and under free. There will be a concession stand on site. Athlete entry forms can be
found at www.UPAPower.com.

www.Dubuque365.com
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trust us, the beatles symphony pops gig is the bomb, yo!

Dubuque Flea Market
& Antique Show

Sunday, April 22
Dubuque County Fairgrounds
Antique lovers and collectors should attend
the Dubuque Flea Market, Sunday, April 22
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Dubuque County
Fairgrounds. Antiques, retro art, old school
mementos, collectibles, and plenty of new
merchandise – it’s all there at the Dubuque
Flea Market & Antique Show. A tradition
started in the 1960s, the Dubuque Flea Market features a range of exhibitors, collectors
and dealers showing a variety of antiques
and hard-to-find collectibles. This is a great
place to learn more about your favorite kind
of antiques or make contacts with other
collectors who share your passion for finding that special item. Admission for guests
is just $1 with kids 11 and under free. For
more information or to make reservations
for exhibitor space, contact JFK Promotions
atjfkpromo@mchsi.com or 815-747-7745.

Deever ran a machine shop which made
airplane parts. Deever was sent to prison
because the firm turned out defective parts,
causing the deaths of many men. Keller went
free and made a lot of money. The twin shadows of this catastrophe and the fact that the
young Keller son was reported missing during the war dominate the action. The drama
features the love affair of Chris Keller and
Ann Deever, and the bitterness of George
Deever returning from the war to find his
father in prison and his father’s partner free.
Their family strife leads to an electrifying
conclusion that will leave you breathless.
G.A.tickets are $8 for adults, $6 for students/
seniors at the door. For more information,
visit www.dubuqueseniordrama.com.

UWP Creative Endeavors
Wed. April 25, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Ullsvik Hall, UW-Platteville

The public is invited to attend the first-ever
Liberal Arts and Education Undergraduate
Research and Creative Endeavors student
symposium at the University of WisconsinPlatteville on Wednesday, April 25 from
10 a.m. until 2 p.m. in Ullsvik Hall. The free
event will feature live musical performances,
poetry and creative writing readings, artwork, human-scale sculpture and student
research that runs the gamut from invasive
earthworms to the dynamics of a large urban
high school. Visitors are welcome to stay for
the entire duration or drop in. All displays and
performances will be located on Ullsvik Hall’s
ground floor in the Harry and Laura Nohr Gallery and Southwest Wisconsin Room.

All My Sons

April 27 & 28, 7 p.m.
Dubuque Senior High School
Arthur Miller’s family drama, “All My Sons”
will be presented by the Dubuque Senior
High School Theatre Dept. on April 27 and
28 at 7 p.m. in the Lamb-Hedeman Auditorium. During the war, Joe Keller and Herbert

www.Dubuque365.com

Go, Dog. Go!

April 27-28
University of Dubuque

The University of Dubuque Fine & Performing Arts department presents “Go, Dog. Go!”
a Theatre for Young Audiences production
Friday, April 27 at 1:30 p.m. and Saturday,
April 28 at 10 a.m. at McCormick Gym on
the University of Dubuque campus. Adapted
by Allison Gregory and Steven Dietz from P.D.
Eastman’s classic children’s book, “Go Dog.
Go!” comes to life on stage in an exploration of movement, color and space. The dogs
delve into life with gusto, creating a visual
spectacle for the audience to feast upon. They
snorkel. They howl at the moon. They sing
and dance and climb trees. This is a rollicking,
free-for-all of chi-canine-ery. A big and little
musical world of doggy fun! Directed by Amy
Ressler and Doug Mackie, the performance is
free and open to the public.
365ink Magazine | issue #158
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i have some leftovers i my fridge that i’m fairly sure are going green.

Earth Day 2012:
Mobilize the Earth

Recreation Area. Kids’ activities will start at
5:30 p.m., followed by the concert at 6:30
p.m. Tom uses song and laughter to inspire a
feeling of community. He will also be appearing in several area elementary schools. Free.

bags and tree saplings (while supplies last).
Free admission. For more information, call
(815) 275-4881 or email lisann25@att.net.

River Clean-Up

April 27-28

Sunday, April 22

April 21, 8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

The theme for Earth Day 2012 is “Mobilize
the Earth.” In the Dubuque area, a variety
of events are planned, including cleanups
of our local natural areas, a film showing,
and other events to raise awareness. You
can celebrate Earth Day by participating in a
cleanup or attending these local events:

Gear’s Ferry Landing, Galena, Illinois
Since 2003, dedicated volunteers have collected tons of garbage from the Mississippi
and Galena Rivers. Please bring reusable
water bottle for your own use. Lunch will be
provided. If you provide a boat, gas expense
will be reimbursed. Shovels are also needed.
Come prepared with warm, waterproof
clothes, gloves, and boots. For more information, call (815) 858-9100.

The Impact of Plastic Bags
Sat. April 14, 10 a.m.
Asbury Hy-Vee

Learn more about what the City of Dubuque
is doing to better our Earth. Sustainability
Coordinator Cori Burbach will give a short
presentation on the impact of disposable
plastic bags, followed by a free showing of
the movie, “Bag It!” This film puts humor,
truth, and the shocking use of plastic all
together to present our society’s addiction
to throwing it all away. The location is the
Asbury Hy-Vee meeting room.

Burton Furnace Rd. Cleanup
April 14, rain date of May 5

Adult volunteers are needed to help with a
cleanup of Burton Furnace Road, which runs
along a stream between Clay Hill Road and
Hales Mill Road, near Durango. Tentative
time, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Bags, tongs, and gloves
will be supplied. Call 563-556-6745 to help.
Visit www.dubuque-cleanandgreen.org.

Port of Dubuque Cleanup

Earth Day Trolley Tour

Monday, April 23, 9:15 a.m.-noon
A free Sustainable Dubuque Trolley Tour
will be held on Monday, April 23 from 9:15
a.m. to noon. The tour will depart from the
1398 Central Avenue location of Dubuque
Bank & Trust following DB&T’s Green Ribbon Cutting and Petal Project Certification Ceremony (from 8-9 a.m.).

Earth Day Fest

This open house event will include tables of
displays and information about how to preserve and protect our natural environment
and resources. Learn how to grow your own
food, buy local, preserve natural resources,
care for wild birds, and more. Live music in
the afternoon by Peter Fraterdeus, BRISA,
and Johnny Walker. Food for sale, free canvas

The National Mississippi River Museum &
Aquarium along with the Dubuque County
Clean & Green Committee request your help
in cleaning up the Port of Dubuque, Ice Harbor Peninsula and River Walk in Dubuque
on Saturday, April 21 from 10 a.m. to noon.
Children must be accompanied by an adult.
All equipment will be provided, with refreshments and snacks after the cleanup. Meet
at the East end of the Museum. Contact
Vicky Sutter at the National Mississippi River
Museum & Aquarium at 557-9545, ext. 276.,
or e-mail vsutter@rivermuseum.com

Earth Jam 2012

Mon. April 23, 5:30 p.m.
Earth Jam 2012 will feature environmental entertainer Tom Pease at the E.B.
Lyons Nature Center in the Mines of Spain
{ april 12 - 25, 2012 }

The Young Professionals of Dubuque will
lead the Community Days of Caring on April
27-28. This annual event brings together
area volunteers to work on service projects,
including cleaning and beautification. To
learn more, visit the Dubuque Community
Days of Caring website at www.dbqdaysofcaring.org. Click on the volunteer link to
sign-up for a half day, full day or two days!

Prescription Drug Collection
April 27-28

On Friday, April 27 from 3 to 7 p.m., bring
your old medications to the parking lot of
Walgreens, 345 E. 20th St. The Dubuque
County Drug Task Force will accept prescription and over the counter medication, medication samples, and thermometers in ziplock
bags. On Saturday, April 28, go to the parking
lot of the NICC Peosta campus from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. No bloody or infectious waste will be
accepted. Disposal is free and confidential.

Wed. April 25, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Turner Hall, Galena

April 21, 10 a.m.-noon

10

Dubuque Community
Days of Caring
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Downtown Cleanup Day
Sat. April 28, 8-11:30 a.m.

Dubuque Main Street will sponsor a cleanup
of downtown Dubuque on Saturday, April 28.

The starting point is the Boys & Girls Club at
1299 Locust Street. To register, Call Dubuque
Main Street at (563) 588-4400, emailchristie@
dubuquemainstreet.org. A Main Street prize
package with a $100 value will be awarded
to the group that collects the most trash. A
thank-you lunch will be served from 10:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. for volunteers, including
complimentary brats, hot dogs, fruit, and
more! Mayor Boul always does the grillin’!

Operation ReLeaf

Sat. April 28, 9-11 a.m.
Swiss Valley Park
Help the earth by planting a tree. Operation
ReLeaf is a program for Alliant Energy customers (Isn’t that everyone?). On Saturday
April 28, from 9 to 11 a.m., pre-ordered trees
may be picked up at Swiss Valley Park for $25
each. Shade trees and conifers are available,
including Redbud, Eastern White Pine, Red
Oak, Pagoda Dogwood, Sugar Maple, and
more. The program is sponsored by the Iowa
DNR and Dubuque Co. Conservation. Find an
order form at alliantenergy.com/releaf.

Earth Week Events at UWP
April 17 & 20

On Tuesday, April 17 at 7 p.m. in the Pioneer
Crossing in the Markee Pioneer Student
Center, Madison-based community folk
music group Thistle and Thorns (featuring
a musical saw player) will open the event
with a concert tailored toward coal mining
issues. Later that same night, The Beehive
Design Collective will give a presentation
entitled “The True Cost of Coal,” an interactive, image-based picture-lecture about
the Appalachian region. On Friday, April 20
at noon in Lundeen Lecture Hall, Room 103,
in Doudna Hall, Adam Hall, from the Keeper
of the Mountains Foundation will give a talk
on mountaintop removal mining.

The Big Day of Serving
Saturday, May 5th

The one-day youth mission doing service
projects ranging from painting, minor home
repairs, landscaping, cleaning and more. Register by April 24 for $29/person or $39 after.
Lunch is provided, plus all participants will
receive a t-shirt and a goody bag. Adults are
also needed to help as site coaches and more.
A thank-you block party at the Town Clock
follows featuring the band LoftLand. Conact
Mark Beard at 563-663-4599, marksr56@msn.
com or visit www.TheBigDayOfServing.com.

www.Dubuque365.com

{ river lights bookstore events }

the first person that says i need to take mary’s class gets a beating!

River Lights Bookstore Events
great-grandma Celie LeFlambeau wearing army fatigues
when she died and being buried as an “Unknown Soldier”
by those who knew her best in her small town, to Uncle
Pud whose wartime wounds took away his face but left
him with the uncanny ability to inspire those around him.

Gary Neal Hansen

Reading & Book Signing
Friday, April 27, 5:30 / 6 p.m. Reading

Clark conveys a feeling of the oral storytelling tradition, as
if the words have been handed down over generations-family history right alongside Indian tales that waver at
the edge of the unreal--at once entertaining and culturally
significant. Of the thirty-six superbly descriptive stories
herein, twenty are historically accurate while only sixteen
are fiction. But as Clark says, “Truth is stranger than fiction,
and it’s hard to differentiate between the two!”

Gary is the author of Kneeling With Giants - Learning to
Pray with History’s Best Teachers. In each chapter you’ll
meet a figure from church history, such as St. Benedict,
Martin Luther and John Calvin and learn how each of these
spiritual giants uniquely connected to God through prayer.

Author Ruth Ada Clark Book Signing

Beginning Writing for Publication Workshops

In the wildly colorful custom of storytelling from the
Midwest, “Prescriptions for Boredom “brings to life
many fanciful, eccentric, and earthy characters, from

Have you always dreamed of being a
writer? Well, that someday is now! These
workshops are designed to jumpstart
your writing and begin your
journey on the path to publication. Mary Potter Kenyon, award
winning author of more than 200
magazine articles, newspaper features, and essays
in fifteen antholgies, including four Chicken Soup
books, is a 20-year veteran of the publishing world.
Mary is a feature writer for the Manchester Pressnewspaper and weekly coupon columnest for the
Dubuque Telegraph Herald. Sign-up for both sessions for just $26! Pre-registration is required and
class size is limited. Visit www.rlb2e.com

Sunday, April 29th, 1 p.m. / Reading, 1:30 p.m.

Saturdays, May 12 & 19, 6-8 p.m.

The Hardest Part is Getting Started
May 12th, 6-8 p.m. $15.00
Learn the basics of successful writing for publication; how to fit writing time in your busy life, how
to edit and revise, and the mechanics of writing a
query letter. Includes information and sources for
some easier markets to break into.

Agents & Editors & Publishers - Oh My!
May 19th, 6:00 - 8:00 $15.00
Do you need an agent? When can you submit to publishers without one? Learn how to format a manuscript,
head letters, a synopsis, and a proposal. Build your
platform with Facebook, Twitter, a blog, and a website.

www.Dubuque365.com
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{ community events }

Hi!

Register with Dupaco and you are eligible to
pick up a complimentary garage sale kit at
any Dupaco location.

Spring Wine Trail Weekend
April 28 & 29

Outside the Lines Art Gallery
The Great Dig!
Saturday, April 28

Outside the Lines Art Gallery is hosting
The Great Dig! a new fundraising event
for the 2012 OTLAG-sponsored The Great
Draw Street Art Competition and Visual
Arts Scholarship Fund. An eclectic garage
sale timed to coincide with the city-wide
garage sale, The Great Dig! will offer a variety of unique items. To collect the treasures
they hope to sell, gallery owners Connie
Twining and Stormy Mochal are looking for
donations of creative objects and items of
interest, including vintage or retro household items, antiques, heirlooms, furniture,
jewelry, books, curiosities, novelties, art, and
art supplies. They are accepting donations
at Upper Kerper Hall at Nativity Parish, 1225
Alta Vista Street at the following dates and
times: Friday, April 20, 5-7 p.m., Saturday,
April 21, 9 a.m. – 12 p.m., and Thursday, April
26, 6-8 p.m. Collected items will be part of
The Great Dig! garage sale on Saturday, April
28 from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Volunteers interested in helping out with the effort are welcome too. For more information, contact
Outside the Lines Art Gallery during gallery
hours (Monday – Saturday, 10 .m. – 5 p.m.)
563-583-9343 or visit OTLAG.com.

During the Iowa Wine Trail’s Spring Weekend on April 28 and 29, join Park Farm and
other wine trail wineries for a weekend of
Iowa wine and “Regional American Cuisine.” Park Farm will be keeping it local
with a Midwest BBQ. Tickets are $25 a
piece in advance and $35 at the door. Early
Bird Special: Buy 3 Tickets before April
20th and get a 4th ticket free! To learn
more, visit www.parkfarmwinery.com.

Dubuque Montessori School
Family Music & Movement
Saturday, April 28
Carnegie-Stout Public Library

Dubuque Montessori School is hosting a
free Family Music & Movement event Saturday, April 28 beginning at 2:30 p.m. at
Carnegie-Stout Public Library in Dubuque.
In celebration of the month of the young
child, DMS will be hosting “Family Music and
Movement” presented by DMS parent, KellyAnn Corcoran. Participants will enjoy dance
and movement, songs, puppets, activities
with parachutes and working with instruments. The fun family-friendly event is free.

Dubuque Main Street’s
Architecture Days
April 16-21
The mission of Architecture Days is to
heighten the recognition of architecture
as art form and to explore the rich architectural landscape of Dubuque through
programming for all ages. Learn more
about architecture and Dubuque history,
celebrating our sense of place, its historic
treasures, and the city’s growth through
commitment to architectural re-use.

The week includes:
Dubuque Community School District
Student Art Exhibit, April 5-27 inside the
Roshek Building lobby. Opening reception Mon. April 18, 6:30-8:00 p.m.
Evening Architecture Presentation and Tour,
Tue. April 19, 6-8 p.m. At the Voices from the
Warehouse space in the Wilmac Warehouse,
10th and Jackson Streets. Both the City of
Dubuque’s 2011 Ken Kringle Historic Preservation awards and the Dubuque County Historical Society’s 2011 Preservation Awards
will be presented this evening. Walking tour
to follow of the CARADCO Apartment Complex, led by Gronen Restoration.
Community-Wide Architectural Scavenger
Hunt. Imagery of architectural elements will
be featured in the Telegraph Herald, The
Golden View, and on the Dubuque Main
Street website. Find the locations of downtown Dubuque’s historical architectural

treasures and enter for a chance to win
great gift packages.
Junior Architectural Scavenger Hunt targeted towards children grades K-5. Entry
forms will be available in person at the
Carnegie-Stout Public Library, or at www.
dubuquemainstreet.org.
Free Lunch Hour Discussion and Building
Tours, noon each day. Architects, property
owners, and project managers lead us on
tours through downtown’s latest rehabilitation projects. Historian Mike Gibson will
present a historical discussion of Dubuque.
• Mon. April 16, Historic Presentation by
Mike Gibson at the Carnegie-Stout Public
Library, in Aigler Auditorium
• Tue. April 17, Historic Millwork District
streetscape tour
• Wed. April 18, Betty Jane building project,
900 Block of Main
• Thur. April 19, Senator Allison’s row house
project, 1100 Block of Locust
Free Historical & Architectural Walking Tour,
Sat. April 21, 10:30 a.m. The West 3rd and
Langworthy neighborhood. Hosted by Mike
Gibson of Loras College.
Free Film Showing & Discussion, Sat. April
21, 1 p.m. Carnegie-Stout Public Library. “A
Century of Iowa Architecture.”
More at www.dubuquemainstreet.org.

Jim McDonough
Dupaco Community-wide
Garage Sale

Saturday, April 28
All Over Dubuque

Pickers, scroungers, collectors, and resale
shoppers take note! The annual Dupaco
Community-wide Garage Sale is back! Saturday, April 28 is the day and the location
is all over Dubuque. Hosting a garage sale?
12
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Sunday, April 29
Five Flags Theater

Monticello, Iowa-based Jim McDonough,
also known as “Iowa’s Own Pianist,”
returns to Five Flags Theater for a performance with his orchestra Sunday, April 29
at 2 p.m. Reserved tickets for the show are
on sale now ranging from $28 to $38 at
the Five Flags box office. To reserve tickets, or for more information, visit http://
www.fiveflagscenter.com.
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{ 365 spotlight: millwork district, part 2 }

we’ve seen the pans and we’ve got goosebumps!

mid-2007, the City adopted an official Warehouse District
Revitalization Strategy that identified and detailed six major
goals: creation of a warehouse district master plan; creation
of a thriving, mixed use neighborhood; preservation and
sustainability of the district; creation of a clean and attractive streetscape; improved pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular
traffic; and improved parking.
The Revitalization Strategy identified key players and prioritized the tasks necessary to completion. The City Council
set district development as a top priority and by 2008, with
public/private partnership funding in place, work toward
a district master plan and a market analysis escalated. The
consulting services of Cuningham Group Architecture, Economic Research Associates, and Jeffrey Morton Architecture
were enlisted to work with City staff, property owners, and
other key players like Gronen Restoration, Dubuque Main
Street, and a variety of community leaders.

Historic Millwork District
Master Plan Development
by Mike Ironside
After Warehouse District Revitalization became a top 10
community priority as identified in Envision 2010 announced
in January of 2006, the City of Dubuque, property owners, and other stakeholders like Dubuque Main Street and
Gronen Restoration began holding regular meetings toward developing a strategy for district
redevelopment.

What emerged over the next several months was a highly
detailed and comprehensive Historic Millwork District
Master Plan – both a vision and a roadmap for redeveloping the existing industrial district into the thriving and
sustainable mixed-use neighborhood the community
had envisioned. The plan identifies five general goals –
improved water management, minimizing the carbon
footprint, reuse and preservation of historic buildings,
creation of green spaces for recreation, and celebration
of the area’s historical and cultural identity – and details
the steps towards achieving those aims.

It was also becoming clear that those involved in the discussion envisioned the creation of mixed-use neighborhood where residents could live, but also work, and play,
with spaces reserved for commercial retail and service
businesses, as well as arts and culture, and green space. By

www.Dubuque365.com

A) Complete streets: Rebuild District streets with high-quality streetscapes, modern utilities, on-street parking, artistic
elements, and stormwater management features.
B) New development blocks: Realign Elm and Pine Streets to
create three new blocks for development, open space, and
stormwater management.
C) Improved connections between the District, the Port, and
Downtown: Create pedestrian-friendly conditions along
10th and 7th Streets, the streets connecting Downtown, the
District, and the riverfront.
D) Reprogram to two-way or calm one-way streets: Work
with IDOT to examine how Central, White, 9th, and 11th
Streets can become calmer urban streets.
E) A signature public open space: Build a multi-use, flexible
plaza and park in the heart of the District to use for performances, concerts, markets, and to showcase sustainable
practices, technologies, and artistic elements.
F) A coordinated parking strategy: Maximize on-street parking and build two medium-scaled garages when required.
G) A mix of uses: Accommodate rental and ownership housing, small and large businesses, and arts and entertainment
venues in the over one million square feet already
available in the District.
Throughout: Showcase the visual and performing
arts, implement sustainable technologies and management solutions.

At the same time, the Dubuque City Council set
sustainability and the arts as some of the City’s
top priorities – a challenge for any development
plan, but ultimately in synch with a major redevelopment that would reuse existing structures in an
urban neighborhood that had already witnessed
the arts re-imagining uses for warehouse spaces.
As the main players continued to work toward a
shared vision for the district that faced a variety of
challenges in potential redevelopment, it became clear that
the only way forward was through a broad plan that necessitated a strong public/private partnership in which the City
of Dubuque would need to play a major role. Aging infrastructure in the district, some built for industrial use over
100 years prior would need to be upgraded to even become
functional with a potentially greater residential population and even more so if embracing green and sustainable
practices.

Some of the main features of the Historic Millwork District
Master Plan include:

The Master Plan also identifies existing strengths of the
Millwork District noting that “the greenest buildings are
those already built” and that the area buildings offer
over one million square feet of available space. Located
between the revitalized downtown and the Port of
Dubuque, the Millwork District is ripe for development.
Already embraced by the arts community and embodied
with historic authenticity, the Millwork District has great
potential to be a vibrant cultural destination. With housing market analysis indicating a shortage of market-rate
rental units, the Millwork District is an untapped resource
for apartments for downtown working professionals. The
plan also recognizes that development of the Millwork
District is dependent on a strong public/private partnership, echoing some of Dubuque’s most successful development projects.

The plan further examines and defines the “District
Identity” in terms of the physical environment, the
natural environment and the cultural environment.
It also delves deeper into the project goals and the
sustainable systems – how existing infrastructure can
be updated toward greater long-range sustainability
in everything from water and energy management
to use of buildings and development of green spaces and
arts and cultural experiences. Finally, the Master Plan details
specific plans for individual buildings, streets, and public
areas, addressed in a three-phase strategy.
Comprehensive, detailed, and focused on the vision and
priorities of the neighborhood stakeholders, the City of
Dubuque, and the broader community, the Historic Millwork District Master Plan was adopted by the City Council in
February of 2009. Later that year, the plan was awarded the
2009 Planning Excellence Award for Innovation in Best Practices for Sustainability by the Iowa Chapter of the American
Planning Association (APA).
To learn more about the specifics of the Historic Millwork
District redevelopment, including links to a PDF of the Master Plan, visit www.cityofdubuque.org/millworkdistrict.
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{ movies }

it’s like a haunted version of pixar’s “up”.

555 JFK Road, Behind Kennedy Mall

coming to theaters :

www.mindframetheaters.com

Now Showing @ MINDFRAME
Friday, April. 13 - Thursday, April. 19

The Cabin in the Woods (R) No Passes
Fri - Thu: (11:20 AM), (1:15), (3:15), 5:15, 7:30, 9:30
The Three Stooges (PG) No Passes Allowed
Fri - Thu: (11 AM), (12:55), (2:55), (4:55), 6:50, 8:50
American Reunion (R) No Passes Allowed
Fri - Thu: (11:40 AM), (2:00), (4:35), 7:20, 9:50

Movie Hotline: 563-582-4971
The Hunger Games (PG-13)
Fri - Thu: (11:00 AM), (1:40), (4:25), 7:10, 9:55
The Raid: Redemption (Serbuan maut) (R)
Fri - Thu: (12:15), (2:30), (4:45), 7:35, 9:40
21 Jump Street (R)
Fri & Sat: (12:00), (2:15), (4:30), 7:20, 9:40
Sun: (12:00), (4:30), 7:20, 9:40
Mon - Thu: (12:00), (2:15), (4:30), 7:20, 9:40

The Cabin in the Woods (R) (Apr.

13) Fove friends go to a cabin in the
woods. Bad things happen. Lockout
(PG-13) (Apr. 13) A falsely convicted
agent’s (Guy Pearce) one chance at
freedom lies in rescuing the President’s
daughter from convicts at an outer space
prison. The Three Stooges (PG) (Apr.
13) The Farelly brothers take on the comic
legends. Out to save their childhood
home (convent), they wind up in an
oddball murder plot... and a successful
TV reality show. Sorry, looks bad.
Detention (R) (Apr. 13) An apocalyptic
fantasy, horror, science fiction, actionthriller, body swapping, time-traveling
teen romantic comedy... with Dane Cook.
The Lady (R) (Apr. 13) The Lady is the
extraordinary story of Aung San Suu
Kyi, the woman who is at the core of

THE BUZZ...
Will Ferrell strolled onto Conan O’Brien to
play the jazz flute and announce a sequel
to his quotable 2004 hit, Anchorman.
This sequal news was followed by an
announcement that Dumb & Dumber 2
happening, with the Farrelly brothers,
Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels. (2003’s Dumb
& Dumberer was a prequel they clearly
had nothing to do with. But there’s
more... Arnold Schwarzenegger, 64, and
Danny DeVito, 67, may reunite in Triplets,
a studio-manufactured sequel to Twins
that would introduce Eddie Murphy as
their other experimental brother. It’s The
Expendables concept sadly applied to a
new genre, like Old Dogs.
Is there no creativity left in Hollywood?
Perhaps not. Ben Stiller’s developing
Zoolander sequel, and there are low
rumblings that Mike Myers will resurrect
Austin Powers for another groovy
adventure. Plus Wedding Crashers 2, Bill &
14
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Burma’s democracy movement, and her
husband, Michael Aris. Luc Besson’s story
of devotion and human understanding
set against a backdrop of political turmoil
that continues today. Touchback (PG13) (April 13) Former high school football
star turned farmer and family man finds
himself with a unique opportunity to
replay the championship game where he
permanently injured his knee in a gamewinning play. The Lucky One (PG-13)
(April 20) U.S. Marine (Zac Efron) returns
from Iraq, with the one thing he credits
with keeping him alive--a photograph
he found of a woman he doesn’t even
know. Think Like a Man (PG-13)
(April 20) Follows four men whose love
lives are shaken up after their ladies buy
Steve Harvey’s book and start taking his
advice to heart.

Ted 3, and a Police Academy reboot are all
in the works. Kevin Smith just announced
plans for Clerks 3 on Broadway... Ugh!
In case it’s newsworthy, the next Bond
sequal will see James switch from a
martini to a Heineken. Stp the presses!
We know Jon Lovitz cancelled his trip to
Dubuque to shoot Grown-Ups 2. Now
he’s being joined by sexy wolfman Taylor
Lautner in the Adam Sandler fronted
Sequal.
Universal has decided to completely
restart their hugely-profitable Mummy
series on “an epic scale we haven’t seen
before... sans Brendan Frasier. Why should
a guy lose his pat just because of a little
gut and male pattern baldness? Mummy:
Tomb of the Dragon Emperor (the third
one) franchise newcomers Maria Bello
and Luke Ford are already signed on to
another trilogy of the films.
I think it’s time for Raging Bull 2!

www.Dubuque365.com

{ roller derby / mixed martial arts }

i think the derby girls could take the mma guys.

Saturday, April 21 will feature both the
local home teams, the Outlaws and the Key
City Krushers, on the team’s home track at
Dubuque’s Five Flags Arena.
Doors for the double-header bout open at 5
p.m. with the Eastern Iowa Outlaws all-star
squad taking on the Mississippi Valley Mayhem at 6 p.m. The second bout will follow,
pitting the Key City Krushers against the
McLean County Missfits-Wanna B’s. Both
teams will be in KISS character for the night.
Half-time entertainment for the bout will
include a drum line and an appearance by
a Gene Simmons impersonator. Fans who
come dressed as their favorite KISS member are eligible to win some special prizes.

Eastern Iowa Outlaws
Roller Derby
Rock n’ Roll (er Derby) All Night!
Saturday, April 21
Five Flags Arena

For their final home bout of the season, the
Eastern Iowa Outlaws turn the amps up to
eleven with a theme inspired by classic rock
band KISS – We’re Gonna Rock n’ Roll(er
Derby) All Night! The derby double-header

Tickets for the Rock n’ Roll(er Derby) All
Night! bout are $10 in advance and are
available at the Five Flags box office and
$13 the day of the event with kids ten and
under free. For more info about the Eastern
Iowa Outlaws, including the bout schedule,
bios and photos of the team, visit www.
easterniowaoutlaws.com. Follow the team
on Facebook to keep up with other roller
derby news like local Outlaws appearances.

to the great main event bout pitting Cole
Williams against Joe VeDepo for the Welterweight Championship.
Other pro fights include Adam Schumacher
versus Travis Holt, Derrick Mehmen versus
Eddie Castillo, Aron Hingtgen versus Lonnie
Scriven, Ryan Leick versus Erik Kieler, and
Demien Papagni versus Mike Hebdon. Amateur bouts include Adam Gilligan versus Jake
Palmer, Darnell Meekins versus Micah Gray
Fulton, Shane Burtzlaff versus Jeremy Rice,
and Josh Milligan versus Jamie Tigges.

Pinnacle Combat X: DesTENy
Mixed Martial Arts

Friday, April 27
Five Flags Arena

Mixed Martial Arts Fans get your tickets! Pinnacle Combat X: DesTENy is scheduled for
Friday, April 27, 7 p.m. in the Five Flags Arena.
The event will feature a number of both professional and amateur fights including a welterweight championship fight. Pinnacle will
also be hosting a contest for “ring girls” at the
Sandy Hook Tavern, Thursday, April 12, 8 p.m.
Ladies, do you think you’ve got what it takes?
For Pinnacle Combat X: DesTENy, four amateur and five professional matches lead up
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For those new to the sport, Mixed Martial
Arts or MMA is a full contact combat sport
that allows the use of both striking and
grappling styles while including boxing,
wrestling, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, Muay Thai, kickboxing, karate and other styles.
Pinnacle Combat was founded in 2008
to bring the best MMA action to the TriState area. For more information about
Pinnacle Combat X: DesTENy, visit www.
pinnaclecombat.com or visit the Pinnacle combat Facebook page. Tickets for
Pinnacle Combat X ($50, $40, and $35 for
reserved floor, $25 for general admission)
are on sale now at the Five Flags box office
or at pinnaclecombat.com.
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a festivus for the rest of us,
oneMississippi
for eachMoon
of us.
Allalmost
show at the
Bar are 21+ only

and tickets for all performances are available at the
Diamond Club inside the Diamond Jo Casino
or online at DiamondJo.com.

Contest™ Finals in Memphis and will be
invited back to the Diamond Jo in January to perform at the Mississippi Moon
Bar. Ticket prices for each Elvis show will
range from $15-$25.

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 through Friday, May
4, 2012 shows will be held at 6pm and 8pm
each day. The Midnight Swinger is hosting
each show in the preliminary round. The
semifinals will be held at 6 pm, Saturday, May
5 and then Dave Coulier will headline the 8 pm
show, performing his original stand-up. The finals will be held at 10 pm. Coulier will take a
seat at the judges’ table for the finals.

Here Comes The Mummies
Saturday April 14th, 8 p.m.

the music that defined the 1960s! Now
these four Broadway Stars are taking
their own unique sound and chemistry
on the road, singing the hits of The Beatles, The Beach Boys, The Jackson Five,
The Mamas and The Papas, the Four
Seasons and more!

Crystal Gayle

2 Shows, Sat., May
19th, 4 & 8 p.m.
“Don’t It Make My
Brown Eyes Blue” legend comes to the Moon
Bar for two big shows!

The Mummies are one of the hottest
touring show bands in the US, this is a
must see show for Bob And Tom fans
and music and comedy lovers alike.
365ink highly recommends this show!

Jon Lovitz - Cancelled
Due to changes in scheduling with the filming on the Adam Sandler movie “GrownUps 2”, Mr. Lovitz’s visit to Dubuque on
April 21 had to be cancelled.

Hairball

8pm, Thursday May 10th
A Tribute to ‘80s Rock Legends
Hairball is the world’s ultimate ‘80s Rock
impersonation act, recreating the goodtime party atmosphere of the decadent
decade with unmatched authenticity.

8pm, Thursday May 24th
One of the biggest rock acts in the
world, with hits like “Hot Blooded,”
“Urgent” to “Jukebox Hero,” and “I
Want to Know What Love Is,”

Saturday, May 12th
7 p.m. (PG-13) & 9:30 (R)

The B-52s & Squeeze

It’s Master Hypnotist
Jim Wand in a rare
hometown show!

The world’s greatest party band, The
B-52s bring hits like “Rock Lobster,” “Love
Shack” and “Roam” while co/headliners
Squeeze rock out their unforgettable
‘80s smash hits “Tempted” and
“Black Coffee in Bed.”

8pm, Saturday, July 7th

The Spazmatics

Saturday March 17th, 8:30 p.m.
The band lends its geeky charm to
the tune of theme songs and hits that
shaped the 80’s decade of decadence.

May 1 - May 5

Ninety-six comics will compete over five
days for their share of $10,000 in prizes
with a grand prize of $3,000. Comedy 10K
will host 8 shows where 12 comedians will
present 5-7 minutes of material in front of
a live audience. The winner each night will
advance to the semifinals on Saturday, May
5, 2012. The top three finishers in the semifinals will advance to the finals at 10pm on
Saturday, May 5, 2012.
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Diamond Club members can also win the
grand prize drawing each night including
a once-in-a-lifetime trip to Memphis with
a stay at Heartbreak Hotel, tour of Graceland, and more! Elvis-themed food will be
featured at all Diamond Jo restaurants,
including a special Memphis BBQ Buffet.
Elvis Tribute Artists will appear on the
casino floor between the Saturday shows
to meet guests and pose for pictures.

Foreigner

Jim Wand

Comedy 10K

The Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest™
is produced in partnership with Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. and is the official
search for the best Elvis Tribute Artist of
2012. The contest, now in its 6th year, has
drawn incredible exposure internationally. The winner receives $20,000 but
more importantly the notoriety of being
named the best in the world by Graceland.

The Midtown Men

2 Shows, Friday, May 18th, 6 & 8 p.m.
This special concert tour reunites four
stars from the Original Cast of Broadway’s Jersey Boys. Tony-Award winner
Christian Hoff, Michael Longoria, Daniel Reichard and Tony-Award nominee
J. Robert Spencer, star in this one-ofa-kind concert experience celebrating
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Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist Contest™
The highlight of the Elvis weekend, The Ultimate Elvis Tribute
Artist Contest™, will take place
on June 16 at 4pm and 8pm at
Mississippi Moon Bar, with finals being
held on June 17 at 2 p.m.. This contest
is one of the select few tribute competitions sanctioned by Elvis Presley
Enterprises, Inc. The winner of the
competition will go on to compete in
the 2012 Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist

Jake

Owen

September 27th

One of Country
Music’s shooting
stars ropes in a show
at the Diamond Jo!

Vince Neil

October 19th, 8 p.m.
The Motley Crüe front
man will Kickstart Your
Heart at the Moon Bar!

www.Dubuque365.com

{ budweiser live music listings • april 13 - may 4 }
Sunday, April 15

Eugene Smiles Project
The Yardarm, 8 PM

Fever River String Band
Council Hill Station, 1 PM

Midnight Crisis
Dubuque Driving Range, 8 PM

Dubuque Symphony Orchestra
Five Flags Theater, 2 PM

Daylight Savings Account
The Cornerstone, 8 PM

TRI- STATE LIVE MUSIC
Thursday, April 12
Fun N Games Company
Mystique Casino, 6:30 PM
Dueling Pianos
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM
Pinnacle Combat 10 Ring
Girl competition
Sandy Hook Tavern, 8 PM
‘Round Midnight Trio
The Bank, 9 PM
Statue of Liberty
The Cornerstone, 9 PM

Friday, April 13
Johnnie Walker, Offshore, 6 PM
Mixed Emotions, Courtside, 7 PM
Rosalie Morgan,
Timmerman’s, 7 PM
Andreas Transo
Frank O’Dowd’s Pub, 7:30 PM
Sunshine
Galena Brewing Co., 7:30 PM

Larry Michael
Wheel Inn, 3:30 PM

Saturday, April 14

Reddoor
Jumpers, 9 PM

Lonely Goats
Iron Horse Social Club, 4 PM

Danika Holmes
Stone Cliff Wine Bar, 7 PM

Misbehain’
Northside Bar, 9 PM

Blackwater Gin
Sandy Hook Tavern, 5 PM

Irish Ceilidh
Frank O’Dowd’s Pub, 7:30 PM

Rosalie Morgan
Timmerman’s, 7 PM

Brown Bottle Bandits
Budde’s, 9 PM

Tuesday, April 17

Johnny Rockers
Galena Brewing Co., 7 PM

Country Tradition
Mooney Hollow Barn, 7 PM

Zero 2 Sixty
Eichman’s, 9 PM

Dubuque Symphony Orchestra
Five Flags Theater, 7:30 PM

Mike Droho & The Compass Rose
Grape Escape, 9 PM

Andreas Transo
Frank O’Dowd’s Pub, 7:30 PM

Randy Rogers
Keil’s, 9 PM

The Lonely Goats
Galena Brewing Co., 7:30 PM

Johnny Trash
Doolittle’s, Cuba City, 9 PM

Here Comes The Mummies
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM

Jabberbox
Denny’s Lux Club, 9:30 PM

Wild Bill Bauer, 8 PM
Corey Jenny & Mojo Busted, 9:30 PM
Mystique Casino

Taste Like Chicken
Dagwood’s, 9:30 PM

Ken Killian Jazz Trio
Riverboat Lounge, 4:30 PM
2-for-1, 430 - 6:30 PM
FFEE APPS 4:30 - 5:30 PM

Sucker Punch
Sandy Hook Tavern, 10 PM

Acoustic Jam
Cornerstone, 6:30 PM

Awesome Sauce
Sandy Hook Tavern, 10 PM

The Good Stuff
The Cornerstone, 8:30 PM
Statue of Liberty
Monk’s Kaffee Pub, 9 PM
American Dust, Clovis Mann
The Lift, 9 PM
Menace to Sobriety
Northside Bar, 9 PM
Nick Stika
Grape Escape, 9 PM
Matt McPherson
Keil’s Tavern, 9 PM

www.Dubuque365.com

Dueling Pianos
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM

Kevin Beck & Johnnie Walker
Spirits, 9 PM

Wild Bill Bauer, 8 PM
Corey Jenny & Mojo Busted, 9:30 PM
Mystique Casino

Mixed Emotions
Courtside, 8 PM

Fun N Games Company
Mystique Casino, 6:30 PM

Okham’s Razor
New Diggings General Store,
3:30 PM

Natty Nation
The Bank Bar & Grille, 9:30 PM

98 in the Shade
Dubuque Driving Range, 8 PM

Thursday, April 19

Massey Road
Perxactly’s, 8 PM

Club 84 – Freaky Friday
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM

Jim Calhoun
Spirits, 8 PM

Open Mic
The Cornerstone, 2:30 PM

Buzz Berries
Farley Town Hall, 8 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy
Greg Warren
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM

Rosalie Morgan
Riverboat Lounge, 6 PM
New Voices: Open Mic
Rendezvous Coffee & Tea, 6:30 PM
The Toure-Raichel Collective
UW-Platteville CFA, 7:30 PM
Wizard Rifle, Legal Fingers
Off Minor, 9 PM

Wednesday, April 18
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Proud Feet
The Cornerstone, 9 PM
Aaron Williams & The Hoodoo
JDIFF Launch Post Party
The Bank, 10 PM

Friday, April 20

Club 84 – SNL Night
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM
Full Code
Mystique Casino, 8 PM
Steve Cavanaugh &
Randy Droessler , Spirits, 8 PM
Denny Garcia
The Cornerstone, 8:30 PM
Nate Jenkins
Monk’s Kaffee Pub, 9 PM
Rhymesayers Entertainment: DJ
Abilities, Casethejoint, J-remy
The Lift, 9 PM

... Continued on page 32

{ april 12 - 25, 2012 }
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{ budweiser live music listings • april 13 - may 4 }
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM
Open Mic with Dave, Cricket, & Tim
The Lift, 9 PM

TRI- STATE LIVE MUSIC
... continued from page 17
Friday, April 20
Droids Attack, Legal Fingers,
Bucket House Hooligans
Off Minor, 9 PM
Swamp Cats
Northside Bar, 9 PM
Apple Dumplin’s
Sandy Hook Tavern, 9 PM

Saturday, April 21
Blue Willow
Stone Cliff Wine Bar, 7 PM
Irish Ceilidh
Frank O’Dowd’s Pub, 7:30 PM
Classical Blast
Galena Brewing Co., 7:30 PM
Mighty Short Bus
Mystique Casino, 8 PM
Pop Rocks
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM
Taste Like Chicken
The Yardarm, 8 PM
Artie & The Pink Catillacs
Dubuque Driving Range, 8 PM
Mixed Emotion
Georgie’s Skyline, 8 PM
Okham’s Razor
The Cornerstone, 8 PM
Anna Laube
Monk’s Kaffee Pub, 9 PM
Dirty Pigeons, The Shams Band
The Lift, 9 PM

Thursday, April 26
Half-Fast
Budde’s, 9 PM
Brown Bottle Bandits
Dirty Ernie’s, 9 PM
50 Pound Rooster
Mooney Hollow Barn, 9 PM
Soulsa
Grape Escape, 9 PM

{ april 12 - 25, 2012 }

‘Round Midnight Trio
The Bank Bar & Grille, 9 PM

Ian Gould
Frank O’Dowd’s Pub, 7:30 PM

Menace
Sandy Hook Tavern, 10 PM

Crude But Effective
Galena Brewing Co., 7 PM

Sunday, April 22

Thompson Square
Clarke University, 8 PM

Fever River String Band
Council Hill Station, 1 PM
Country Tradition
Mooney Hollow Barn, 2 PM
Classical Blast
Shark’s Roadhouse, 2 PM
Open Mic
The Cornerstone, 2:30 PM
Crude But Effective
George & Dale’s, 3 PM
Mighty Short Bus
New Diggings Gen. Store, 3:30 PM
The Skywalkers
Sandy Hook Tavern, 5 PM
Wretches, Allaister Hennessy
Off Minor, 9 PM

Tuesday, April 24

Wednesday, April 25

32

Open Mic with Jeff & Jimmy
The Cornerstone, 8:30 PM

Campfire Kings
Phattie’s, 9 PM

Six Shots ‘til Midnight
Jumpers, 9 PM

NITRIX
Denny’s Lux Club, 9 PM

Dueling Pianos
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM

Friday, April 27

New Voices: Open Mic
Rendezvous Coffee & Tea, 6:30 PM

Johnny Trash
Hammerheads, 9 PM

Fun N Games Company
Mystique Casino, 6:30 PM

Tantrym
Doolittle’s, Cuba City, 9 PM

Bryan Popp & Corey Jenny
Spirits, 9 PM

Crystal Leather
Northside Bar, 9 PM

Psychostick, Screaming
Mechanical Brain
Off Minor, 9 PM

Ken Killian Jazz Trio
Riverboat Lounge, 4:30 PM
2-for-1, 430 - 6:30 PM
FFEE APPS 4:30 - 5:30 PM
Acoustic Jam
Cornerstone, 6:30 PM
Laughing Moon Comedy
Greg Hahn

Club 84 – Salute to Duran Duran
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM
Hunks, the Show, Cabaret, 8 PM
In The Pocket, Encore, 8 PM
Mystique Casino

Matt McPherson
Keil’s Tavern, 9 PM

Awesome Sauce
Courtside, 9 PM

Positively 4th Street
Grape Escape, 9 PM

Chug Monkey
Northside Bar, 9 PM

Lucas Cates Band, Sincerely Kinzer
The Bank, 9:30 PM

Hard Salami
Denny’s Lux Club, 9 PM

Saturday, April 28

Buzz Berries
Budde’s, 9 PM

Laura McDonald & Jeff Weydert
Stone Cliff Wine Bar, 7:30 PM
Ian Gould
Frank O’Dowd’s Pub, 7:30 PM
Frankie Lee, Richard Wiegel, &
Tom McCarty
Galena Brewing Co., 7:30 PM

Acoustic Jam
Cornerstone, 6:30 PM

Boys Night Out
The Bronco Inn, 9 PM

Remember Last Fall
Off Minor, 9 PM

The Magnetos
Grape Escape, 9 PM

Thursday, May 3

Full Code
The Wigwam, 9 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy
Comedy $10K
Mississippi Moon Bar, 6 & 8 PM

Hunks, the Show, Cabaret, 8 PM
In The Pocket, Encore, 8 PM
Mystique Casino

Sunday, April 29

Fun N Games Company
Mystique Casino, 6:30 PM

Fever River String Band
Council Hill Station, 1 PM

‘Round Midnight Trio
The Bank Bar & Grille, 9 PM

Open Mic
The Cornerstone, 2:30 PM

Friday, May 4

Half-Fast
The Yardarm, 8 PM
Just Cuz
Dubuque Driving Range, 8 PM
Massey Road
Georgie’s Skyline, 8 PM
Broom Street Drifters
The Cornerstone, 8 PM

Finger Lickin’ Good
The Yardarm, 8 PM

Steez
The Lift, 9 PM

The Resistors
Dubuque Driving Range, 8 PM

Bull Dyke Rodeo Reunion,
Bologna Lips
Off Minor, 9 PM

Okham’s Razor
Woodlands Lounge,
Eagle Ridge, 8 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy
Comedy $10K
Mississippi Moon Bar, 6 & 8 PM

Taste Like Chicken
Sandy Hook Tavern, 10 PM

Okham’s Razor
Woodlands Lounge, Eagle Ridge, 8 PM

Corey Jenny & Mojo Busted
Steve’s Pizza, 8 PM

Ken Killian Jazz Trio
Riverboat Lounge, 4:30 PM
2-for-1, 430 - 6:30 PM
FFEE APPS 4:30 - 5:30 PM

Trash Martini
Mississippi Moon Bar, 8 PM

Boys Night Out
Spirits, 8 PM

Denny Troy & Rick Hoffman
Asbury Eagles Club, 8 PM

Wednesday, May 2

Laughing Moon Comedy
Comedy $10K
Mississippi Moon Bar, 6 & 8 PM

Taste Like Chicken
New Diggings General Store,
3:30 PM
The Wundo Band
Fried Green Tomatoes, 5:30 PM

Laura McDonald
& Jeff Weydert
Spirits, 7 PM

Lonely Goats
Sandy Hook Tavern, 8 PM

Positively 4th Street
Offshore, 7 PM

Monday, April 30

Katie & Brownie
Frank O’Dowd’s Pub, 7:30 PM

Dastardly, Jared Bartman
Monk’s Kaffee Pub, 9 PM

Broken Rubber Band
Maifest!
Galena Brewing Co., 7:30 PM

Tuesday, May 1

Josey Wails
Spirits, 9 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy
Comedy $10K
Mississippi Moon Bar, 6 & 8 PM

Playground of Sound
Jumpers, 9 PM

New Voices: Open Mic
Rendezvous Coffee & Tea, 6:30 PM

Awesome Sauce
Yardarm, 8 PM
Club 84 –
Mississippi Moon Bar, 10 PM

Flatfoot 56, Dead Town Revival,
Bucket House Hooligans,
Civil Soldier
Sandy Hook Tavern, 8 PM
Ken Wheaton
The Cornerstone, 8:30 PM
Uncertain Sea
Off Minor, 9 PM
Mississippi Band
Northside Bar, 9 PM
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LOCAL LIVE

ORIGNAL MUSIc

NOTABLE LIVE SHOWS FEATURING ORIGINAL MATERIAL

Fri Apr 13 @ The Lift - American Dust, Clovis Mann - Classic southern rock meets 90’s grunge rock
for this show featuring Clovis Mann from Madison and local favorites American Dust.
Fri Apr 13 @ Monk’s - Statue of Liberty - Iowa based folk rock duo known for touring relentlessly.
They reached their Kickstarter, so expect a record real soon.
Sat Apr 14 @ Grape Escape - Mike Droho & The Compass Rose - Madison trio Mike Droho & The Compass Rose brings their unique mix of folk, pop, and hip-hop back the Grape Escape.
Tue Apr 17 @ UWP-CFA - Toure-Raichel Collective - Israeli superstar Idan Raichel and Malian guitar virtuoso Vieux Farka Touré met in a German airport and now lead a four-piece improvisational powerhouse.
Fri Apr 20 @ Off Minor - Droids Attack, Legal Fingers, Bucket House Hooligans - Stoner rock, glam,
and punk come together for the only holiday in April approved by the service industry. For fans of
Motorhead, Motley Crue, Social Distortion.
Sat Apr 21 @ Northside - Crystal Leather - Over-the-top glam rockers Crystal Leather cram their monster show into the Northside.
Sat Apr 21 @ The Lift, Dirty Pigeons, The Shams Band - Chicago roots rock collective minds bring some tender tunes and all out stompers.
Sat Apr 21 @ Monk’s - Anna Laube - Folky ingenue from Cedar Rapids makes a return visit to Monk’s.
Sun Apr 22 @ Off Minor - Wretches, Allaister Hennessy - Downtuned hardcore and classic thrash... bang their head...slowly.
Fri Apr 27, Sandy Hook - Flatfoot 56, Dead Town Revival, Bucket House Hooligans, Civil Soldier - The
Southside Chicago and Dubuque punk scenes collide with Flatfoot 56 and Dead Town Revival
meeting Bucket House Hooligans and Civil Soldier.
Fri Apr 27 @ The Bank - The Lucas Cates Band, Sincerely Kinzer - Madison-based The Lucas
Cates Band (TLCB) brings its original acoustic rock, pop, alt-country, folk, jazz, funk, R&B, and
jam to the Bank with special guests Sincerely Kinzer.
Sat Apr 28 @ Off Minor - BDR reunion show, Bologna Lips - Revered Dubuque stoner metal band
makes their last stand before the tall one moves on to New Orleans.
Mon May 7 @ Monk’s - Keir Neuringer - Electronic and experimental, Keir mixes blips and
bleeps with free saxophone improv and vocal insanity.
Fri May 11 - Joe and Vicki Price - Iowa blues guitar legend and equally talented wife share stories and songs about life on the road for 30
years.
Sat May 12 - People Brother’s Band - 8 piece funk band straight out of Wisconsin and full of stank
for that shaky leg problem
you’ve been rocking.

Doyle Dykes Guitar Clinic
Sponsored by Guild Guitars
Saturday, April 28
Uncle Ike’s Music & Sound

The Toure-Raichel
Collective

Tuesday, April 17
UW-Platteville Center for the Arts, 7:30 PM

Click the QR Code above (or look
for the link on Dubuque365.com)
to view and download the 2012
Dubuqueland Festivals Poster.
Also pick-up your printed copy
whil supplies last at all Dubuque
area American Tust Locations!

Israeli superstar Idan Raichel and Malian
guitar virtuoso Vieux Farka Touré first met
at an airport in Germany in 2008 while both
were on tour. From this chance encounter an
artistic kinship was born, culminating in an
unscripted recording session that took place
one afternoon in November 2010 in a small Tel
Aviv studio. Joined by Israeli bassist Yossi Fine
and Malian calabash player Souleymane Kane,
Idan and Vieux improvised a masterful selection
of songs that capture the unbridled creativity
and inspired collaboration of these four brilliant
musicians. The Touré-Raichel Collective was
formed and the songs they recorded are the foundation of the album The Tel Aviv Session.

Uncle Ike’s Music &
Sound at 4989 Radford
Road hosts a special
in-store performance
and guitar clinic by
fingerstyle guitarist
extraordinaire Doyle
Dykes Saturday, April
28 from 3 to 6 p.m.
Known for his incredible finger-picking
abilities in the style
of Chet Atkins and
other master pickers, Doyle Dykes will amaze
both music fans and seasoned players. This
engagingly entertaining and informative performance is a great opportunity for acoustic
guitar fans to experience Dykes’ mastery of
the instrument up close, and learn more about
his use of Guild guitars live and in the studio.
Guests will also have a chance to win some
cool Guild swag. For more info, call Uncle
Ike’s at 563-556-6052.

LIVE
MUSIC
LIVE
MUSIC
OFF MI NOR / L I FT
The Bank
Wizard Rifle, Lines, Meth Sores
Tuesday April 17, Off Minor
9pm/All Ages/$6

All right spazzmasters, this one is for
you. Portland, Oregon’s Wizard Rifle
is like a sonic blast of Melvins
inspired metal, Lightning Bolt
style noise, and early 90’s
Touch and Go/AmRep grit
and groove. The songs run
supersonic freight trains into
your ears, guitars buzzing
and drums pummeling their
way all across the United
States in the month of April.
Local bad boys of nu-noise/metal
Lines will be playing as well. Since
releasing their first record, Lines have
been giving people high energy, mosh filled shows
around the region. Recorded by Matt Hohmann, the
record is a blur of heavy grooves, blast beats, and
crazy sounds. Meth Sores, the new project from
Mantaur front man Delly and Josh Demuth of
Mutilated By Zombies will open the show. I expect
their sound to be brutal and inappropriate. This is
a Tuesday you should not sleep on.

Rhymesayers Ent. artist DJ Abilities
w/ special guests Casethejoint, J-Remy
Friday April 20, The Lift
10pm/21+, $6 adv/$8 door

Minnesota based turntablist DJ
Abilities returns to The Lift Friday
April 20 to celebrate festivities
and make the crowd move.
Starting in the mid 90’s, he
released his first record Finally
with Rhymesayers in 1997.
After winning two regional
DJ competitions in 1999 and
2001, Abilities became known
as a fierce battle DJ in hip hop
circles. He then spent the next eight
years in the critically acclaimed hip hop
duo Eyedea and Abilities, touring the United
states with Atmosphere and collaborating with other
MC’s and producers. Though most accolades come
from DJ Abilities production, his live performance
and interaction with the crowd and his cohorts
also earned him respect. Local artist Casethejoint
brings his DJ Biz-E-One in from Rockford to warm
the middle of the night up. After some smoking
shows at Off Minor and in Cedar Rapids, Case is
eager to rock the mic on this, the haziest of holidays.
Emerging rapper J-Remy, celebrating his newfound
you tube success for his video “Pack the Bowl”, will
open the show. After 2 years of slugging it out at different
venues with his group the LMC’s, J-Remy is taking Dubuque
and 13,000 youtube watchers by storm. Adv. tix, $6 or $8 @
the door. Either way it’s a deal.

Natty Nation

Friday, April 13, The Bank

Aaron Williams & The Hoodoo
Thursday, April 19, The Bank

Live music is back at The Bank on Main
Street and the new incarnation as a
“Gastropub” celebrates the return in
a big way with the return of awardwinning Madison roots reggae band
Natty Nation Friday, April 13 and
award-winning Madison blues trio
Aaron Williams & The Hoodoo on
Thursday, April 19.

Led by singer Jah Boogie, Natty Nation
blends the best of rock, reggae,
funk, hip-hop, and dub into
their own original mix
of music they describe
as “hard roots rock
reggae & dub.” With
four studio albums,
a compilation of live
recordings, and too
many Wisconsin Area
Music Industry (WAMI)
Awards to list here, 2012
marks the band’s 17th
year together. Natty Nation
will undoubtedly play material
from their new album of original reggae,
expected to be released later this year.
Dancing shoes are suggested.
Providing the soundtrack to the Julien
Dubuque International Film Festival
launch post party, Aaron Williams &
The Hoodoo will no doubt create some
cinematic moments of their own that
Thursday night. Backed by his rhythm
section – “Z” on bass and Eric Shackleford
on drums – collectively known as The
Hoodoo, guitar slinger Aaron Williams
has the rhythmic groove and
blistering leads of some of
the best blues guitarists
around. A listen to the
band’s CDs or live show
reveals a tight trio of
talented players that
certainly do make it
look easy.
Grammy
nominated
and
WAMI winning, Aaron
Williams & The Hoodoo
are reminding audiences
around the Midwest and
beyond why we love the blues as
they underline the “power” in “power trio.”

EXPLORE THE FUTURE OF FILM

April 19-22 | Downtown Dubuque

Julien
Dubuque
International
Film Festival
By Mike Ironside
Imagine an international
film festival, screening a
range of top independent
films from local to international filmmakers in a variety
of informal venues, with film
fans rubbing elbows with
industry professionals and
real movie stars over cocktails. Cannes? Sundance?
Tribeca? How about Dubuque?

Dubuque native and honorary chair of the
2012 Julien Dubuque International Film
Festival, Kate Mulgrew, answers audience
questions at the 2011 screening of her film
“the Best and the BRightest” at the Hotel
Julien Dubuque.

That’s right. In case you haven’t
already heard about it (you really
have to pick up 365ink more often), the inaugural Julien Dubuque
International Film Festival is right
around the corner (literally) April
19-22 in downtown Dubuque. A
four-day celebration of the power
and beauty of film and filmmaking, the Julien Dubuque Interna-

tional Film Festival will feature
fun, informal social events;
live music, informative panel
discussions; the screening of a
classic silent film to the accompaniment of a live orchestra; and a
hand-picked selection of independent films you are not likely to see
anywhere else.

ing, we historical components,
we have theater, we have music,
opera, and symphony. One of the
things that Dubuque has not been
able to capture is film and based
on the amount of enthusiasm that
we have experienced in the past
several years for film, we feel that
Dubuque is ready for this.”

Joining the festivities for panel
discussions, film screenings and
other events will be a distinguished group of film industry
professionals and screen stars, including television, stage and film
actress Kate Mulgrew; actor Peter
Reigert; filmmaker activist and
CineCause founder Jon Fitzgerald
just to name a few.

Kulovitz agrees: “And why not
Dubuque? Let’s stop acting like we’re
ashamed of where we live. Let’s make
it greater and by doing it we have to
throw a dart on the map and land it.
So film has yet to be explored here
and we’re going to do that.”

To learn a bit more about the Julien Dubuque International Film
Festival, we sat down with the
festival’s creators Christopher Kulovitz and Michael Coty, the first
question being, “Why Dubuque?”
“Dubuque is interestingly poised,
we feel, for this,” answered Coty.
“When you look around at the arts
culture here it covers most bases.
We have sculpture, we have paint-

While some might expect a film festival to utilize existing movie theater
venues, Coty and Kulovitz
are partnering with a variety
of downtown entertainment
venues, mostly along Main
Street and all within a comfortable walking distance.
“One of the elements of being at a festival is to create an
atmosphere of enthusiasm
and excitement,” explained
Coty. “Dubuque’s downtown Main
Street lends itself really well to that
and we felt that by putting films in
venues and in spaces that were not
traditional it would lend itself to dialog and a different experience. We’re
asking people here in Dubuque to
look at film in a different way and we
thought by changing the venue it
would help encourage that.”
Continued on the next page...

Pictured: Dubuque-based actress Chrissy Hogue, Michael Coty, “Best and the Brightest”, Director Josh
Shelov, Kate actress Mulgrew, Christopher Kulovitz and Kate’s brother and Dubuquer, Sam Mulgrew.

cover story continued...
“On top of that, I think it’s also about driving commerce,” added Kulovitz. “It’s about
opening it up, it’s about continuing the
conversation and having art build business, art build commerce.”

Festival Launch Party

Thursday, April 19, 5-7 p.m.
Mississippi Moon Bar,
Diamond Jo Casino
The official start of the festival weekend
kicks off with a celebratory opening and
award ceremony at the magnificent Mississippi Moon Bar in the Diamond Jo Casino from 5-7 p.m. on Thursday evening,
April 19th. You must be 21 to attend the
Launch Party.
The event will feature many of the directors and actors whose works will be
featured during the weekend of the festival. Mix and mingle with many of the
most creative independent filmmakers
in America and talk film with hundreds of

other movie buffs is an energetic atmosphere to kick off the festivities.
There will be an awards presentation as
part of the Launch Party. You won’t want
to miss some special presentations and
some very recognizable faces. And if
that’s not enough all by itself, there will
be free appetizers! So that pretty much
makes it a slam dunk.
The energy and anticipation in the room
is going to be something to remember.
The Julien Dubuque International Film
Festival is a big deal for Dubuque and
this is the night when everyone’s in the
same room to celebrate the culmination
of months of work my scores of people
and sponsors.

The film festival complements Dubuque’s
Old Main district, which has become an
entertainment destination in recent years
for residents and visitors alike – an ideal
setting that shows off some of the best
of what the city has to offer. Kulovitz and
Coty hope the informal spaces and the variety of films and other events will draw a
wide range of participants.
“I think that Michael and I have been very
strategic about how we’ve picked the
films and the themes,” elaborates Kulovitz.
“We have over 60-plus films – something
for everybody. We’ve bitten off a huge
amount and people are asking, ‘Are you
insane?’ And we answer, ‘Yes, we are!’ But
the reality is I think we wanted to be sure
that there was something for everybody.
So if you want something adult-themed,
it’s there. If you want horror, it’s there. If
you want amazing documentaries, which
we are heavy on, it’s there. And there is
a student film component that has something for families. It’s educational. It’s
very well-rounded. But I hope everyone
attends; I hope everyone finds their piece
of the fest.”
Though it’s difficult to predict which films
will become audience favorites, Kulovitz
has a few tips. “I think there are a couple
really hot ones that are going to take off,
and not necessarily the ones that are going to win,” he said. “Andrew Bird: Fever
Year is going to be huge I think because
he’s a town favorite, he’s from the area. It’s

an amazing documentary that explores
his music and his particular style. That’s
going to be huge; it’s already won a bunch
of awards. I think The Telegram Man is going to be outstanding. It’s one of the most
beautiful short films I’ve ever seen in my
entire life. It’s out of Australia and I’m really proud to have that in the festival. I think
that Dolphin Boy is going to take off. It’s
an amazing exploratory documentary on
what we think healing therapies are about
and how we break our myth about how to
bring people back from the brink and how
we think they won’t be able to have a productive life following injury or violence.”
But those are just a few of the films the
festival has to offer. “We have a couple
amazing, super funny shorts,” adds Kulovitz. “It’s a film festival and I think people
need to find small, quirky films. Jobless is
hilarious. Divination, a short horror film,
15 minutes, is all kinds of crazy good.
And then there are really great things on
dance and craft and history… It’s really
hard to predict (favorites) because you
don’t know what’s going to catch fire.
We’ve left a little wiggle room to make
sure that if things do catch fire and films
ramp in popularity, we’re going to have a
place to put them on Sunday.”
From the Launch Party on Thursday,
April 19 to the final screenings and closing party on Sunday, April 22, the Julien
Dubuque International Film Festival offers participants plenty of opportunities to celebrate cinema with fellow film
fans. “Our first and foremost hope is that
people attend,” states Coty. “We’ve spent
the time laying the groundwork to make
sure that the experience will be great, but
we’re confident that once they have the
experience, they’ll be back and it will continue to grow.”

When the possibility of this event coming to the Julien
Dubuque International Film Festival came to be, Grand
Opera House Director, Paul Hemmer, took the chance
to travel to Beloit and see the production in person.
Like everyone else who experiences the show, he was
hooked and the Grand was quick to jump on board to
host and promote this unique part of the festival.

Silent Film Classic “The Kid Brother”
Set to the live music of the
Grand Pops Orchestra
Saturday, April 21, 7:30 p.m.
The Grand Opera House
As a very special part of the Julien International Film
Festival, the classic silent film comedy, The Kid Brother
starring legendary physical comic Harold Lloyd will
be presented at the Grand Opera House on Saturday,
April 21st at 7:30 p.m. But this is no ordinary film
screening. Not by a long shot. In a once in lifetime opportunity, the black and white classic will be accompanied by a live orchestra. Yeah, we know, cool, huh?
Beyond cool, actually. The combination of the fantastic live music combined with the joy of rediscovering,
or more-likely discovering for the first time, the hilarious joy of the golden age of cinema is a truly magical
experience. The Grand Pops Orchestra will provide the
incredible accompaniment to Mr. Lloyd’s masterpiece
under the direction of Robert Tomaro of the Beloit/
Janesville Orchestra.

“We’ve seen the Silent Film Showcase two years in
a row in Beloit,” says 365’s Brad Parks, who is also
board chairman for the film Festival, “and each time
it was a highlight of our year. And the movies these
guys made back then... you think they’re ancient but
they’re so smart. Then again, there’s the things that
put in movies back then that you’d jut never get away
with today. You would think it goes the other way
around. Wait until you see it. You’ll know what I’m
talking about.”
Advance reserved seats are just $20 for adults and $12
for students. $25 tickets are also available at the door,
if seats are still available. Box Office Hours are Mon-Fri
Noon-4 p.m. or call 563-588-1305. You can also purchase ticekts online at www.thegrandoperahouse.com.
Or, use th QR Code below, right to get them now!

About The Kid Brother
The Kid Brother is a 1927 American Classic comedy silent
film starring Harold Lloyd. It was successful and popular
upon release. and today is considered by critics and
fans to be one of Lloyd’s best films, integrating elements
of comedy, romance, drama, and character development. Its storyline is an homage to a 1921 film called
Tol’able David, although it is essentially a re-make of a
little-known 1924 Hal Roach feature, The White Sheep,
starring Glenn Tryon.
The plot is set it 1877. The most important family in
Hickoryville is (naturally enough) the Hickorys, with sheriff Jim and his tough manly sons Leo and Olin. The timid
youngest son, Harold, doesn’t have the muscles to match
up to them, so he has to use his wits to win the respect
of his strong father and also the love of beautiful Mary.
Harrold Lloyd wanted the film to have more gags than
any of his previous features, so around eight writers and
gagmen worked on the script. Many of these bits were cut
from the finished film, and some were incorporated into
Lloyd’s subsequent films. The rural setting was a contrast
to most of Lloyd’s urban films of the mid to late 1920s.

TEN MUST SEE FILMMAKERS

Kate Mulgrew:
Exploring the Actor
2012 Festival Honorary Chair,
Actor, Advocate & Dubuque
Native, New York City
Kate has had a distinguished career in theatre, television,
and film. She is equally adept at comedy and drama,
as proven by the many and varied characters she has
played. A few of her notable theatrical roles include Emily in OUR TOWN, Tracy Lord in THE PHILIDELPHIA STORY,
Hedda Gabler, and her award winning turn as Katharine
Hepburn in TEA AT FIVE. In 2008 she was honored with
Off-Broadway’s Obie Award for her portrayal of Clytemnestra in IPHENGENIA 2.0. Mulgrew recently fulfilled a
life-long dream when she played Cleopatra in a successful and well received production of Shakespeare’s classic play at Hartford Stage. Some noteworthy television
roles include Mary Ryan (RYAN’S HOPE), Mrs. Columbo,
and Dr. Joanne Springsteen (HEARTBEAT). And in 1995
Mulgrew created the iconic role of Captain Kathryn Janeway on STAR TREK: VOYAGER, becoming the first female
captain of a Star Trek series. Among her films are the
classic comedy THROW MOMA FROM THE TRAIN, THE
BEST AND THE BRIGHTEST and most recently the awardwinning docudrama THE RESPONSE. Kate Mulgrew also
became a dedicated advocate for Alzheimer’s when her
mother, Joan, was diagnosed with the disease. Joan
succumbed in 2006, but Mulgew’s dedication to the
cause has remained steadfast. She has raised millions of

dollars for research, and continues to speak passionately
and forcefully about the effects of the disease on families, the need for funding, and the ongoing search for a
cure, all over the world.

Peter Riegert:
Exploring the Stage & Screen
Actor, New York City NY
Peter Riegert is an American actor, screenwriter, and film
director, best known for his role as Boon from Animal
House and crooked New Jersey State Assemblyman Ronald Zellman on the HBO original series The Sopranos. Riegert graduated from Ardsley High School in 1964 and later
from the University at Buffalo. He worked at a number of
jobs, including teaching, waiting tables, and social worker
before settling on acting as a career. He made his Broadway debut in the musical Dance with Me. Other Broadway
credits include THE OLD NEIGHBORHOOD, AN AMERICAN
DAUGHTER, THE NERD, and CENSORED SCENES FROM
KING KONG. Off-Broadway he has appeared in ROAD
TO NIRVANA, THE BIRTHDAY PARTY, ISN’T IT ROMANTIC,
SEXUAL PERVERSITY IN CHICAGO, and A ROSEN BY ANY
OTHER NAME.

The Response

As production of the “The Response” was finishing and the
filmmakers entered post-production, the U.S. Supreme
Court debated the question of whether the refusal to
allow detainees access to federal district court judges is
constitutional. The arguments hinged on whether detainees are being denied their habeas corpus rights, a legal
principal in existence since the Magna Carta. Habeas corpus, which literally means “to bring the body,” guarantees
the accused the right to appear before a judge to determine whether his imprisonment is proper.

and not enough time. Over the next year,
Jon becomes a serious student of the game
and focuses on dropping his handicap while
playing on amateur tours and working with
some of the best golf fitness instructors
and help available. But the real story is
about family and fatherhood with all the
responsibilities, challenges and great gifts
that come along in the package. If you like
golf or you have kids this film is for you.

“The Back Nine”
Screening Times:
Saturday, April 21, 11:30 p.m.
Majestic Room, Five Flags Center

“I think this film will be useful for the American public at large,” Prof. Greenberger
said. “When the founding fathers wrote the
Constitution in 1789, they well understood
the concept of habeas corpus. We take for
granted that we will never be imprisoned
without the ability to be brought before a
judge to make a determination of whether
or not we were properly imprisoned. Yet
these detainees were put in Guantanamo
Bay with the idea that they would never
ever see a U.S. federal court.”
Aasif Mandvi, who plays the detainee in
“The Response,” has said, “I’m proud of
what my country is capable of. But this
doesn’t seem like the America that we all
hope we are. These are judges from some
other weird world. The fact that they are
from the American military makes it all
the more disturbing. The whole thing is
absurd and disturbing.”
“This film made me think about our system
of law and how much I take it for granted,”
says Peter Riegert, who plays one of the tri-

bunal judges in the film. “9/11 was an event
that caused people to respond in a certain
way, whether it’s the people who might
be our enemy or us as a country or as a
people. What’s complicated about Guantanamo is that it’s part of our response. “The
response matters,” he continues. “Anyone
can claim to have character, but character
is defined by crisis.”
“The Response” has been screened at law
schools across the country, as well as at
the U.S. Department of Justice and Department of Defense (The Pentagon), the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point, and
others. The film was an Official Selection
to seven Oscar qualifying festivals, and
was short-listed for an Oscar.

“The Response”
Screening Times:
Thursday, April 19, 7:30 p.m.
Diamond Jo Harbor Room
Saturday, April 21, 2 p.m.,
Vinny Vanucchi’s

Jon Fitzgerald:

Sunday, April 22, 11:30 a.m.
Lot One

Exploring Causes
Author, Filmmaker,
Intl. Film Festival Consultant,
Founder & CEO of CineCause ,
Venice, CA
We met Jon at the Austin Film Festival Directors
summit last fall and since he has become a
great friend of both Dubuque and the Festival
having visited us here and invited us to several
screening events in Los Angles. He is even
bringing us two of his films, THE BACK NINE
and his latest, THE HIGHSET PASS which he
will be screening here at the Festival one week
before its National Theatrical release. (Check it
out on iTunes Trailers). Jon has over 20 years
of experience in the motion picture business,
with a comprehensive understanding of
the principal communities connected by
CineCause - film festivals, online movie
exhibition and the entertainment industry at
large. After working in production on a number
of studio features, Jon directed his first film in
1994, and then co-founded the Slamdance
Film Festival in 1995. He directed the event
for the next two years before becoming the
Festival Director at the American Film Institute
and then the Santa Barbara and Abu Dhabi
International Film Festivals. He was a VP of
Programming for IFILM.com, where he helped
to create a new online exhibition model, before
launching Right Angle Studios, a consulting
firm that provided services to film festivals and
indie filmmakers. In 2009, Fitzgerald moved
back into production with Right Angle Pictures
and Back9Studios, companies devoted to
producing socially relevant films. Their first
project was THE BACK NINE, followed by THE
HIGHEST PASS and DANCE OF LIBERATION.
In 2012, Fitzgerald authored Filmmaking for
Change, to be published by Michael Wiese
Productions.

THE BACK NINE is a fun and inspiring
independent documentary film following
the true story of a 40 year old man who
decides he wants to be a pro golfer. Jon
Fitzgerald has a great job, a lovely family,
and has a nice house. What he doesn’t have
is his lifelong dream to do something so
incredibly ambitious that most would (and
do) call him crazy. In fact many major PGA
stars in the film simply shake their heads at
the very idea. The documentary starts with
Jon as a 15 handicap with a passion for golf

THE HIGHEST PASS is an amazing
documentary about Adam Schomer and
a group of friends shot during over 21
action packed days on motorcycles across
the Himalayan mountains. Soon after
Adam meets a modern yogi and guru,
Anand Mehrotra, he and his friends plan
an expedition through the highest passes
of the Himalayas in Northern India. These
are some of the most dangerous roads in
the world, yet they manage to assemble a
team of seven motorcycle riders to share in
what will become the journey of a lifetime.
These riders and Adam, who learned to ride
two weeks before the trip, are guided by the
inspiring teachings of Anand who bears the
burden of a Vedic prophecy that predicts he
will die in his late twenties in an accident. He
is that age now, yet leads with a fearlessness
and wisdom that reminds us that “Only the
one who dies, truly lives.” But wisdom in
words and wisdom in practice can be very
different indeed, especially when riding
along the sheer icy edges of Himalayan cliffs.
Adam battles his own dire prophecy and yet
is determined to ride one of the hardest
roads in the world. It is both haunting and
inspiring. It brings up our worst fears and
our deepest courage. Adam must ask if the
possibility of a spiritual breakthrough worth
the risk of serious injury or death? Will it help
us all understand what it means to live our
lives? This adventure cracks the foundations
we think we stand on. And in this case,
the foundation is a one lane road winding
through the Himalayas. The Highest Pass.
“The Hightest Pass”
Screening Time:
Friday, April 20, 9:30 p.m.
Majestic Room, Five Flags Center

Schedule
of Events

Schedule | Thursday, April 19
Mississippi
Moon Bar
5:00p

Diamond Jo
Harbor Room

Vinny
Vanucchi’s

The Bank
Gastropub

Holiday Inn

Launch Party
The Response

7:30p

The Lutefisk Wars

Andrew Bird:
Fever Year

Country School

Aaron Williams
and the HooDoo

10:00p

Schedule | Friday, April 20
Mississippi
Moon Bar

Hotel Julien
Dubuque

Lot One

Vinny
Vanucchi’s

The Lift

The Hub

Mason Dixon

The Bank
Gastropub

Five Flags Center
Majestic Room

Holiday Inn

Press Conference

10:00a

Field of Dreams
Field Trip

10:30a

A Million Spokes
11:30a

1:30p-4p
Film Labs
2:00p

SS - Jobless /
Clouds / Hanging
of Big Todd Wade
/ Contract Killers

SS - Saddled
Searching for
/ Scenes of an
Sonny
Adult Nature /
Flush / Divination

Panel - Film
Distribution

4:30p

Frost

On The Bridge

Girls in the Band

Part Time
Fabulous

SS- The Kiss
/ School Days
Shoot / Cycle of
Life / CANNED
Shorts

Thespians

The Forest Prince
and the Pig Man

Yidl in the Middle

SS- Late / CAB
57 / Wolf Call /
Happy Birthday
/ The Telegram
Man

7:00p

Club 84

Riverboat Lounge

This Narrow Place

The Last Wright

Cinecause Moving On

9:30p

Chocolaterie
Stam

Paul Festa Trifecta

Dolphin Boy

KUMPANIA

SS- Late / CAB
57 / Wolf Call /
Happy Birthday
/ The Telegram
Man

Duck Hunter

The Welcome

Je T’aime, I love
you Terminal

SS - Saddled
Divination / It’s In
/ Scenes of an
The Blood
Adult Nature /
Flush / Divination

Montage Life

Highest Pass

STAGS

Animal House

Schedule | Saturday, April 21
Lot One

Vinny
Vanucchi’s

The Lift

Are All Men
Pedophiles?

The Last Wright

Frost

The Forest Prince
and the Pig Man

The Response

KUMPANIA

The Hub

SS-Jobless/
Clouds/Hanging
of Big Todd Wade
/Contract Killers

11:30p

2:00p

Nyritigram: For
Yidl in the Middle
the Love of Dance

Chocolaterie
Stam

The Bank
Gastropub

SS- The Kiss
/ School Days
Shoot / Cycle of
Life / CANNED
Shorts
Bonsai People

Girls in the Band

Five Flags Center
Majestic Room

Holiday Inn
Route 66: Ten
Years Later

10a
Tour

Dolphin Boy

Ghost Players

1p
Tour
4p
Tour

Paul Festa Trifecta Duck Hunter

SS- Late / CAB
57 / Wolf Call /
Happy Birthday
/ The Telegram
Man

Man of Deeds:
Bishop Mathias
Loras and the
Iowa Frontier

A Million Spokes

This Narrow Place

Andrew Bird:
Fever Year

The Welcome

Nyritigram: For
Searching for
the Love of Dance Sonny

The Lutefisk Wars

7:00p
Thespians

Mississippi
River Museum

Back Nine

Part Time
Fabulous
4:30p

9:30p

Mason Dixon

The Best and the
Brightest

Back Nine
11:30p
Montage Life
2:00p

4:30p

Screenings subject to change

Vinny
Vanucchi’s

Je T’aime, I love
you Terminal

The Lift

Project Happiness It’s in the Blood

The Hub
Route 66: Ten
Years Later

Mason Dixon
Ted Wittman
Series

Chocolaterie
Stam

The Bank
Gastropub

Andrew Bird:
Fever Year

Five Flags Center
Majestic Room
Finding Face

Part Time
Fabulous

Holiday Inn

10a-2p
Student Film /
Project Happiness

Silent Film Harold Lloyd’s
The Kid Brother

Schedule | Sunday, April 22
Lot One

The Grand
Opera House

Mississippi
River Museum

Man of Deeds:
Bishop Mathias
Loras and the
Iowa Frontier
2p-4p
One Beach / Bag
It / Running Dry
4p-5p
Closing Reception

James Francis
Khehtie:

Exploring Cinematography
Director, Writer
Melbourne, Australia
James tells us that
he is thrilled that the
people of Dubque,
Iowa, are flying him
halfway around the
world to screen his
amazing short film, THE
TELEGRAM MAN. The film captivated everyone
on the Film Jury and critics and industry
insiders agree that James Khehtie may very
well be one of the world’s next great directors.
James has worked on a number of feature
films, including Bruce Beresford’s MAO’S LAST
DANCER, LITTLE FISH with Academy Awards®
winner Cate Blanchett, and LAST LIFE IN THE
UNIVERSE with Cannes-winning Australian
cinematographer Christopher Doyle HKSC.
James is committed to directing his first
feature film in the near future and sees the
epic nature of his latest directorial piece THE
TELEGRAM MAN as a natural progression
to that end. THE TELEGRAM MAN has been
adapted from a short story by John Boyne,
the award-winning author of THE BOY IN
THE STRIPED PYJAMAS, who has given his full
support for the film and serves as Executive
Producer. James has surrounded himself with
acclaimed Australian film identities, including
Academy Awards®-nominated director Bruce
Beresford (DRIVING MISS DAISY) and Academy
Awards®-winning cinematographer Russell
Boyd ASC ACS (MASTER AND COMMANDER:
THE FAR SIDE OF THE WORLD), as well as
veteran producers Anthony Buckley (WAKE
IN FRIGHT) and Antonia Barnard (THE QUIET
AMERICAN), all of whom have thrown their
considerable weight behind THE TELEGRAM
MAN and James’s directing career.

THE TELEGRAM MAN
tells the story of people in an Australian
country town, who experience first-hand,
how war inexorably spreads its tentacles well
beyond the battlefield. Here, in the farms and
shops and pubs, pain and terror have nothing
to do with a hail of bullets. At only 15 minutes
long the film is tells an epic story set in 1942
Australian country town and stars three
Australian and international screen legends
Gary Sweet, Sigrid Thornton (THE MAN FROM
SNOWY RIVER, and Jack Thompson (Yes,
Luke Skywalker’s Uncle Owen in Star Wars…
seriously). During the long years of World
War II, Australia’s small farming communities
paid a terrible price. In the rural towns of New
South Wales, one family each week discovered
that their son or husband or brother or father
would not be coming home. In the throes of
such grief, one seldom considers the man who
delivers the news. The film has been awarded

the 2011 BAFTA LA (BRITISH ACADEMY OF FILM
& TELEVISION ARTS LOS ANGELES) AWARD, as
well as BEST INTERNATIONAL FILM at the 2011
GI Film Festival, Washington DC and SPECIAL
JURY PRIZE at the 2012 San Luis Obispo
International Film Festival, United States.

somewhat dysfunctional Emma right at
him and the romantic encounter are punctuated by ever so slightly ironic commentary. With a moving soundtrack by Meir
Ariel, Panic Ensemble and Keren Ann this
tender, funny and fast-paced film strikes all
the right notes and give a familiar romantic
genre a playful twist.

“Telegram Man” Screening Times:
Showing with Late, CAB 57, Wolf Call
and Happy Birthday

Screening Times:

Friday, April 20, 2:00 p.m.
The Majestic Room @ Five Flags

Friday, April 20, 4:30 p.m.
Holiday Inn

Friday, April 20, 7:00 p.m.
Chocolaterie Stam

Saturday, April 21, 9:30 p.m.
Holiday Inn

Saturday, April 21, 4:30 p.m.
The Majestic Room @ Mason Dixon

Dani Menkin:

Exploring Documentary Filmmaking

Director, Producer, Writer
Herzliya, Isreal
The Julien Film Fest is honored to have Dani
Menkin attend this years festival and personally screen two very amazing films here in
Dubuque. Dani wrote, produced and directed
the award-winning HBO/Cinemax documentary, 39 Pounds Of Love (USA, 2006). Todd
Schwartz from CBS called it “The best documentary of the year”. The film won the Academy Award for Best Documentary in Israel and
was also the Best Documentary short list of the
Oscars during the 2006 US Academy Awards.
Dani was supervising director and co-producer of the Israeli feature film The Wisdom Of The
Pretzel. Dani Menkin directed and produced ,
Like Aroesti, (Israel, 1998 - the film won prizes
at festivals around the U.S. and was known as
the “Israeli Hoop Dreams”). Dani Menkin has
created a highly acclaimed television series
for The National Geographic Channel. Several
episodes were bought by the Adventure One
Network for broadcast in the US and around
the World (1999 – 2002}. Dani was also a writer, director and producer with the successful
television program UVDA (1998 – 2004), which
is known as the “Israeli 60 Minutes”In 2010 he
produced and directed his first feature film “Je
taime I Love You Terminal” – winner of the distribution award at the Haifa Film Festival.

dent and athlete, was beaten cruelly by his
classmates in a village in northern Israel after
they mistakenly accuse him of having an affair
with their engaged cousin. Physically Morat
recovers from his wounds within days; however, he does not speak or respond to anything
for weeks. Rather than hospitalizing him in a
mental institution, Psychiatrist Dr. Ilan Kutz,
sends Morat to a revolutionary treatment
facility in Isreal where patients interactions
while swimming with real-life dolphins are the
source of an amazing cure. Morat’s father adds
real charm and humor as he defies his family
and village and refuses to return home until
his son is cured, instead living in his truck and
on the beach nearby so he can spend day after day with his healing son. Filmed over three
years, Dolphin Boy is a true testament to the
human spirit and the power of nature.

“Dolphin Boy”
Screening Times:
Friday, April 20, 11:30 a.m.
The Majestic Room @ Five Flags
Saturday, April 21, 2:00 a.m.
The Majestic Room @ Five Flags

Dani is coming to Dubuque with two
remarkable films that we consider a must see:

DOLPHIN BOY
is an amazing film that we had the chance to
view with Director Dani Menkin at its premier
at the Jewish American Film Festival in Los
Angles earlier his year. It is truly a soul lifting documentary that tells the story of the
devastating havoc that human violence can
wreak upon the human soul, and about the
healing powers of nature and of love. The film
integrates patient video files of a young Arab
boy named Morat, who despite being socially
popular, loved by his family, and a good stu-

Ja T’aime, I Love You, Terminal
is Dani Menkin’s latest film and a radical, yet
incredibly successful, departure from his
acclaimed documentary work. It is also one
of the best films in the this year’s festival
and a must see on our list. This is a unique
romantic comedy about a modern day 29
year old Israeli Hamlet who plays the guitar and still lives with his parents. The story
launches the flirtatious, outrageous, and

Alethea Root

Alethea Root (left) is a renowned causebased short and documentary filmmaker
and is making her feature film debut with
PART TIME FABULOUS. This powerful and
transformative film has not only won major festival laurels such as Best Narrative at
the recent 2012 Durango Film Festival and
the 2011 Albuquerque Film Festival Film4Change Award, it has sparked a national
conversation on clinical depression. Since
directing PART TIME FABULOUS Alethea has
gone on to co-produce A THOUSAND CUTS,
directed by Charles Evered, starring Michael
O’Keefe with producer Kim Waltrip. Alethea
is slated to direct Waltrip’s next feature film
currently titled THE CHRISTMAS LOT. Root is
also in development on MUMBET, the true
story of the first African American to win her
freedom from slavery nearly 80 years before
the Emancipation Proclamation. Before
moving to Los Angeles, Alethea directed and
taught theater in the Berkshires. Tony Award
winning director Julianne Boyd and Alethea
co-directed Eric Bogosian’s SUBURBIA, to expose the danger of boredom and drug abuse
in their own hometown. Following SUBURBIA Root went on to tackle such issues as suicide in SENECA’S CHILDREN at Bennington
College, rape and abuse in EXTREMITIES by
William Mastrosimone, and fun in HUCKLEBERRY FINN with Barrington Stage Company.
Alethea Root is also known for her work as
the Production Designer on the Academy
Award winning short film WEST BANK STORY,
and Art Director on the Emmy winning webisode DR. HORRIBLE’S SING ALONG BLOG, directed by Joss Whedon.

PART TIME FABULOUS
weaves a narrative of love, pain, and healing with real-life stories in an expose on
living with Clinical Depression. Mel (Jules
Bruff) falls in love with Don (Bjørn Johnson),
while on vacation. So taken with each other,
they move in together twelve days later.
It’s not until then that her deep-rooted and

award-winning documentary Aloha Life.
While his focus is getting press for others,
Brian has been featured as an expert in
The Wall Street Journal, California Apparel
News, The Oregonian, Portland Monthly,
Prevention, DNA, The Boston Globe, Workout for Men Only, and The Los Angeles
Times. His first company FashionTeen.com
was groundbreaking as one of the original
pop culture portals that blended fashion
and celebritainment with the internet and
was the basis of a thesis subject at MIT.

untreated Clinical Depression reveals itself.
Mel’s inability to deal with her illness pushes a wedge between them and ultimately
breaks them apart. She is forced to face her
disease alone. In the quest to heal herself,
Mel sets out to make a documentary that
exposes her truth, and the heartfelt truth of
others dealing with Clinical Depression.

As the volunteer coordinator for Project
Happiness, Emily Crumbaugh creates the
volunteer programs for the organization
and recruits, trains and manages the volunteers working both in the Project Happiness
offices as well as throughout the world.

Richard Davidson. The three international
groups ultimately meet face to face in India for the first time to prepare for a rare
private audience with the Dalai Lama.
Using email, blogs and video cameras,
the participants from three continents
exchanged their cultural perspectives.
Over seven months, they shared personal stories, opinions and challenges,
which created the foundation for lifelong friendships.

“Project Happiness”
Screening Time:
Saturday, April 22, 11:30 a.m.
The Grand Opera House
w/ the Student Film Project
Sunday, April 22, 11:30 a.m.
Vinny Vanucchi’s

GLITTER EMERGENCY

From the director of the internationally acclaimed, award-winning music film Apparition of the Eternal Church comes a strikingly original fantasia of classical music,
ballet, drag and silent film.

“Part Time Fabulous”
Screening Times:
Friday, April 20, 4:30 p.m.
The Hub
Saturday, April 21, 4:30 p.m.
Lot One
Sunday, April 22, 2:00 p.m.
The Bank

PAUL FESTA
San Francisco, CA

PROJECT HAPPINESS

Project Happiness, our feature length
documentary film, follows a senior high
school class from Mount Madonna
School near Watsonville, California, on
a journey to discover the true nature of
human happiness. Joining them on this
quest are students from the Tibetan Children’s Village in Dharamsala, India, and
students from the Dominion Heritage
Academy in Jos, Nigeria.

BRIAN RUSCH &
EMILY CRUBAUGH
San Francisco, CA

As Communications Director for Project
Happiness, Brian Rusch oversees marketing, public relations, social media, design,
and special events.
Brian got his start as a celebrity fashion stylist in Hollywood and was the celebrity fashion editor for Vanidad magazine. He went
on to create three multi-media companies
and has authored four books, produced
two audio CDs and he has produced and
directed more than 70 films, including the

premieres of Messiaen’s Fantaisie for violin and piano. He is the author of OH MY
GOD: Messiaen in the Ear of the Unbeliever, based on Apparition of the Eternal
Church, and his essays appear in numerous publications and anthologies. Education: Yale (B.A.; prizes, honors, distinction),
Juilliard (Cert., Adv. Cert., scholarships).
Residencies: Yaddo, MacDowell, ODC Theater, Centre des Récollets.

With the unspoken epidemic of stress
and depression infiltrating every community, how can kids (of all ages) learn
to generate their own happiness regardless of the situations they face? Follow
three groups of high school students
from three continents on a quest to understand the nature of lasting happiness.
What they discover uncovers the potential for happiness that is in us all.
The film focuses on four teens from Santa
Cruz, California. Each faces personal obstacles to happiness: loss, alienation and
the everyday challenges of being a teenager passing into adulthood. An innovative project that asks the question “How
do we achieve lasting happiness?” introduces them by internet and video diaries
to their peers in Nigeria and India and
quickly leaves lectures and books behind.
The teens also engage in conversations
with cultural icons George Lucas, Richard
Gere and groundbreaking neuroscientist

Paul Festa’s first film, Apparition of the
Eternal Church (2006, 51 min), is a profoundly original investigation into the act
of listening to music (cast: Justin Bond,
John Cameron Mitchell, Harold Bloom;
screenings: Grace Cathedral, Barbican
Centre, Library of Congress; press: “Remarkable”–The New Yorker; “Stunning”–
Chicago Sun-Times; “Sublime”–Globe &
Mail; numerous awards). Festa performs
the Tchaikovsky violin concerto, opposite members of the San Francisco Ballet
and The Cockettes, in his second film, The
Glitter Emergency (2010, 20 min), a silentfilm drag ballet comedy (“Enormous visual and musical inventiveness…full of
pleasure and joy...Festa gives a bravura
performance.”—Film Threat; awards). He
produced, wrote and edited, with director
Austin Forbord, and was chief archivist,
for the documentary Stage Left, A Story
of Theater in San Francisco (2010, 80 min:
with Robin Williams, Bill Irwin, Peter Coyote; “Intriguing...entertaining...a valuable
record”—Variety; “Best California Film”—
California Film Awards). His documentary
in progress, Tie It Into My Hand, premieres
as a short at Cannes in May 2012, and
as a feature-length film at ODC Theater
the following September. Performances
as violinist and actor: Center for Performance Research, Kunst-Stoff at Yerba
Buena Center for the Arts, TheatreFIRST,
Stephen Pelton Dance Theater, North Bay
Shakespeare. US, Boston, NYC, SF, LA and
DC (Coolidge Auditorium at the Library
of Congress, on the “Betts” Stradivarius)

Set to the haunting Canzonetta and barnburning Finale of Tchaikovsky’s Violin
Concerto, The Glitter Emergency tells the
story of Peggy the Peg-Leg Ballerina whose
dreams of ballet stardom are thwarted by
her disability and by her servitude to two
Depraved Evil Stepsisters (Rumi Missabu
of the Cockettes, Eric Glaser). Supernatural intervention comes in the form of two
mercurial Pixies (Martyn Garside and San
Francisco Ballet principal dancer Jaime Garcia Castilla) and the Mephistophelean superhero violinist Stringendo (director Paul
Festa), who pursue Peggy up and down the
hills of San Francisco. In the culminating
ball scene, the Pixies vanquish the stepsisters, and Peggy triumphantly manifests her
inner ballerina (SFB’s Sylvie Volosov, above).

The first film commission of ODC Theater,
The Glitter Emergency is at once a screwballcomedy homage to silent film, a mash-up of
classical ballet and drag, a comedic metaphor for Festa’s own struggle as a violinist
with a hand injury, and a reinvention of the
music video genre for a classical masterpiece.
Note that Paul will accompany works with
a live violin performance.

Paul Festa Films
Screening Times:
Friday, April 20, 9:30 p.m.
Vinny Vanucchi’s
Saturday, April 21, 4:30 p.m.
The Lift

do and as a result they have changed
hundreds of lives in Uganda and are
changing the hearts of thousands of
people around the world.

Moving On:
If you have kids in high school asking
how can they make a difference in such
a big world. If you believe that improbable chances sometime pay great rewards. If you just want to meet young
people who defy every stereotype of
their generation and have made a true
and lasting impact in the world. If you
believe in the simple power of HOPE,
you need to make sure you are at the
Julien Ballroom Friday evening April
20th at 7pm for the Julien Dubuque
International Film Festivals CineCause
Spotlight Special Event screening of
MOVING ON.

Austin and we were hooked. This remarkable young couple from Colorado went
against everything that normal rational
middle class young people in America

This year’s Festival is hosting the CineCause Spotlight Event on Friday evening
with special guest Jon Fitzgerald, CEO
of CineCause, and featuring a special
screening of MOVING ON in the Julien
Ballroom. However, the most amazing
part of this evening is that Dave and
Morgan are not only coming themselves
to share their inspirational story with us
personally, they are bringing with them
the very purpose behind this life altering adventure with them – their adopted

We met the stars of this modern documentary, Dave and Morgan Hansow, as
they premiered their film MOVING ON in
daughter Jadyn. What begins as a young
couple looking to expand their family by
adoption and becomes the story of how
a whole community in Uganda captured
their hearts and adopted Dave and Morgan as part of their lives and the healing
story of their war torn nation.

Here is a message from Dave & Morgan
about their upcoming trip to Dubuque,
their film MOVING ON, and their nonprofit organization LightGivesHeat.org:
“Regardless of where you’re from, we all
live in a messy world and have experienced the pain of accidents, sickness,
injustice, war, failure, or even bad choices. Acknowledge that, but move on...
embrace second chances, healing, and
above all, HOPE!
The message behind ‘Moving On’ is that
we’re all people with so much more in
common than we realize, and the task in
front of us is to bring out beauty and love
in the world. When we do this, we realize
that LOVE IS WINNING!
This has been a long process but one
we at Light Gives Heat are so excited
for. Since the beginning we’ve had two
goals; to empower Africans and motivate
people in the West to “be the change
they want to see.” We believe real stories
of real people are the best way to accomplish that goal. “Moving On” brings
the stories of our friends in Uganda right
into the living rooms of our friends in the
West. The people we’ve met in Uganda and the hope they’ve chosen has
changed our lives forever and we can’t
wait to share their stories and their hope
with you.”

“Moving On” Screening Time:
Friday, April 20, 7:00 p.m.
Hotel Julien Grand Ballroom

Meet the
Cinema Exploration Panel
TECHNOLOGY LEADERS
See the feature on the next page for more
information about the panel discussion.

David Anthony: Exploring Digital Content Co-Founder/Publisher of Giant Interactive & Co-Founder of Bondi Digital,
Grammy Nominee, New York City NY
A lifelong entrepreneur, David Anthony has
been successfully bringing together creative
media and emerging technologies to create
entirely new consumer experiences for over
a decade. David has earned him a reputation as a global leader in content migration
to digital formats on a variety of media platforms, including music, DVDs, gaming and
now, the magazine publishing. David also
earned a Grammy nomination in 1993. David co-founded Metropolis DVD in 1998. The
company quickly developed a reputation for
innovative programming by helping major
media companies—including Viacom, Paramount, Universal Pictures, Warner Music, and
Disney International Publishing—develop
and implement their DVD strategies. As a result, Metropolis won numerous awards and
produced ground-breaking DVDs, including,
The Directors Series (featuring the work of
Spike Jonze, Michel Gondry and Chris Cunningham) numerous DVDs for the acclaimed
Criterion Collection, The Rolling Stones’ Four
Flicks (the No. 1 music DVD of all-time), The

Beastie Boys’ Anthology, and Janet Jackson’s
All for You. In 2005 Metropolis DVD evolved
into Giant Interactive, where Daivd continues
to serve as Co-Founder and Executive Producer. Giant Interactive is currently developing rich media experiences for major media
companies in DVD, HD-DVD, DVD gaming,
and interactive television where David currently serves as Co-Founder and Executive
Producer. In 2004, David also co-founded
Bondi Digital Publishing, a company that creates, designs and publishes complete print
magazine archive box-sets in digital editions.
As co-founder of Bondi Digital Publishing,
Anthony pioneered the emerging platform
of digital publishing through the development of the landmark The Complete New
Yorker, the first accessible and easily searchable electronic archive of its kind (released
September 2005). Anthony’s unique perspective and strong digital media background
has resulted in Bondi achieving major development and distribution deals with distinguished media corporations Condé Nast,
Wenner Media, and Playboy Enterprise. Anthony holds a bachelor degree in Media Arts,
the first awarded by Bennington College.

Nat Mundel: Exploring the Film Industry
CEO Voyage Media, Los Angeles CA
Nat Mundel, founder and CEO of Voyage
Media is a consummate adventurer and
storyteller. After a successful career as a
professional mountain climber, Nat formed
Voyage in 2002 to help filmmakers develop, market and sell their projects. Notable
clients the company has served include

Lionsgate, Paramount Pictures, Universal
Music Group, Jerry Bruckheimer TV, Anonymous Content, HBO, Paul McCartney, Jim
Sheridan, Chris Levinson, Jason Blum, the
Hughes Brothers, and many others. In addition to entrepreneurialism Nat enjoys
surfing, flying, and personal growth. He
lives with his wife in Topanga, California.

Scott Shaw: Exploring Cinema Marketing
Founder, Principal and Chief Strategy
Officer of 6Foot, LLC, Co-Founder of CineCause, Los Angles, CA
As an accomplished executive with an acknowledged record of success in all aspects
of “New Media and Experiential Marketing”
Shaw focuses on the immersive relation between brands and new technology. Through
his current company 6 Foot LLC (www.6ft.
com), his creative and keenly relevant insights
into the convergence of new media marketing, brand building and the delivery of technology provides him with an opportunity to
work with some of the world’s largest brands
including Mattel, Coca-Cola, LEGO, Sony, Marvel and Warner Bros. and become the champion for recognizing brand experiences including: The Lord of the Rings, Barbie (NYC and
Shanghai, China), Hot Wheels and Starbucks
as major brand extension strategies.

“Project Save Our Surf,” an annual event
which raises tens of thousands of dollars
for oceanic conservation.

Louis Coty
Lou Coty is a storyteller at heart with an
entrepreneurial spirit. His early passion for
writing fiction eventually led to his debut
film, “Contract Killers” back in 2003. While
he was encouraged by its second place
win at the Chicago Comedy Film Festival
the resources and time required to make
the film planted a seed. Since then, several
projects including a commercial for Microsoft and his follow-up films, “Saddled” and
“Clarksville” have kept Lou in the director’s
chair. His current project is not a film but
a website called FlickWork.com. It features
a filmmaker community, production tools,
and is currently running a contest with a
$5000 giveaway to help filmmakers. The
contest and website go live in April. He can
be reached at Lou@flickwork.com.

Dana Harris: Exploring the Industry

Tanna Frederick
A native Iowan, Tanna Frederick has just
wrapped playing the lead in Henry Jaglom’s Just 45 Minutes From Broadway
alongside Judd Nelson and is reprising her
role and shooting a film version of the play.
Ms. Frederick recently hosted the third
annual Iowa Film Festival—an event she
founded three years ago—to great success
in her home town of Mason City (of “Music Man” fame). Ms. Frederick, along with
famed surfer Shaun Tomson, also founded

Editor-in-Chief & General Manager,
Indiewire, Los Angeles, CA
Prior to joining Indiewire, Dana Harris
spent nearly 11 years at Variety in roles
that included film reporter, creating lifestyle section “Variety Weekend” and serving as editor of Variety.com. She was also
the managing editor for the Independent
Film and Video Monthly and a film reporter at the Hollywood Reporter. She has covered virtually all of the world’s major film
festivals, contributed to publications that
include the Los Angeles Times Magazine,
the Star-Ledger and FILMMAKER and has
participated as a moderator and panelist
at several festivals and conferences.

M A J O R M E D I A E V E N T:

The 2012 Cinema Exploration Panel on
Film Distribution: The New Prohibition?
Even as the budgets and marketing power behind Hollywood blockbuster films continues to grow,
the average audience attendance numbers in the cinema industry continue to decline. Why? A
global panel of experts seeks answers and explores how technology is changing the industry.

The Technology Leaders
• Jon Fitzgerald: Exploring Causes
Author, Filmmaker, International Film Festival Consultant, Founder & CEO of CineCause, Venice CA

• David Anthony: Exploring Digital Content
Co-Founder/Publisher,. Giant Interactive & Bondi Digital, Grammy Nominee, New York City, NY

• Nat Mundel: Exploring the Film Industry
CEO, Voyage Media, Los Angeles, CA

• Scott Shaw: Exploring Cinema Marketing
Founder, Principal and Chief Strategy Officer of 6Foot, LLC, Co-Founder of CineCause, Los Angles, CA

• Tanna Frederick, Iowa Actor
Founder of the Iowa Corn-light Project, Los Angeles, CA

• Louis Coty, Exploring Digital Networking
Film Director and Founder of FlickWork.com, Chicago , IL

• Dana Harris: Exploring the Industry (VIA Skype from the Tribeca Film Festival)
Indie-Wire Editor-in-Chief & General Manager, Los Angeles, CA

The Cinema
Exploration Labs
Friday 1 to 4 PM
Hotel Julien Dubuque

Lead by industry leaders, the Cinema
Exploration labs are exiting twenty-minute
interactive presentations focused on the latest
technology, techniques and tips.

Join us to Explore:
• Explore Camera Technology - Canon Camera
demos the new Cinema EOS Platform
• Explore Sound Technology - Award Winning
Sound Engineer Andy Hay sounds off on Skype
• Explore Cinematography - Australian Director
James Khehtie on Cinematography
• Explore a Risky Business – Lloyds of London
and AJ Gallagher Entertainment give tips on
keeping it safe
• Explore Crew and Talent Staffing: Director Lou
Coty from Chicago on shoot planning and resources
• Explore the Art of Getting Noticed: Nat Mundel &
Jon Fitzgerald of Los Angeles share secrets of success
Limit of 50 Attendees. For more information contact Beth Klipping at 608-712-4876 or by email at
Beth@UnitedWeExpand.com

Live
Stand-up
Comedy
APRIL 14 • Blue October, The Rave, Milwaukee
APRIL 17 • Jimmy Buffett, Wells Fargo, Des Moines
April 19 • Kaiser Chiefs, Hiuse of Blues, Chicago, IL
APRIL 27 •Dragonforce, Rave Eagles Club, Milwaukee
APRIL 27 • Steel Panther, House of Blues Chicago
MAY 5 • An Evening With Yanni, i wireless, Moline
MAY 6 • Theory of a Deadman, Orpheum Theatre, Madison
MAY 8 • Marily Manson, Val Air Ballroom, Des Moines
MAY 15 • K.D. Lang, Overture Hall, Madison, WI
MAY 19 • Crystal Gayle, Diamond Jo Casino
MAY 19 • Marily Manson, The Rave, Milwaukee
MAY 24 • Foreigner, Diamond Jo Casino
MAY 27 • Primus, Rave Eagles Club, Milwaukee
MAY 28 • Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Allstate Arena, Rosemont, IL
MAY 30 • Nickelback w/ Bush, Seether,
My Darkest Days, i wireless Center, Moline, IL
JUNE 2 • David Allan Coe, First Ave. Club, Iowa City
JUNE 9 • Alan Jackson, KHAK 50th B-Day, Cedar Rapids
JUNE 10 Radiohead, First Midwest Bank
Amphitheater (Tweeter Center), Tinley Park, IL
JUNE 23 • Steve Martin & the Steep Canyon Rangers
Des Moines Civic Center
JUNE 30 Phish, Alpine Valley, Elkhorn, WI
JUNE 30 • Lady Antebellum, Darius Rucker,
Thompson Square, Milwaukee Summerfest
JULY 1 • Phish, Alpine Valley, Elkhorn, WI
JULY 1 • Beach Boys, Milwaukee Summerfest
JULY 4 • Iron Maiden, Milwaukee Summerfest
July 5 • Iron Maiden, First Midwest Bank
Amphitheater (Tweeter Center ), Tinley Park, IL
JULY 5 • Zac Brown Band, Milwaukee Summerfest
JULY 6-7 • Dave Matthews Band, Alpine Valley
JULY 7 • B-52s/Squeeze, Diamond Jo Casino
JULY 6 • Neil Diamond, United Center, Chicago, IL
JULY 6 • Big Time Rush, Cody Simpson, Rachel Crow
Milwaukee Summerfest
JULY 7 • Kenny Chesney, Tim McGraw, Soldier Field, Chi.
JULY 8 • Neil Diamond, Milwaukee Summerfest
JULY 9 •, Barenaked Ladies, Charter One Pavilion, Chicago, IL
JULY 19 •Lynyrd Skynyrd/ Heart, Jones Co. Fair
JULY 19 • Def Leppard, Poison, Allstate, Rosemont, IL
JULY 20 •Blake Shelton, Jones Co. Fair
JULY 21 •Toby Keith, Jones Co. Fair
JULY 28 •Korn, Alliant Energy Center, Madison, WI
AUGUST 7-8 • Coldplay, United Center, Chicago, IL
AUGUST 8 • Journey, Pat Benatar, Loverboy,
Iowa State Fair, Des Moines
AUGUST 10 • Barenaked Ladies, West Allis, WI, Wisconsin State Fairgrounds
AUGUST 11 • Exile, Diamond Jo Casino
AUGUST 29: Kiss/Motley Crüe, Minnesota State Fair
SEPTEMBER 2, Sugarland, Rascall Faltts, Jason Aldean,
Toby Keith, FMB Amphitheater, Tinley Park, IL
SEPT 7: Kiss/Motley Crüe, FMB Amph., Tinley Park, IL
SEPT 8: Kiss/Motley Crüe, East Troy, WI, Alpine Valley
SEPTEMBER 19-20, Madonna, United Center, Chicago

www.Dubuque365.com

Wednesday, April 18, 8 p.m.
Greg Warren
Laughing Moon Comedy Club, Diamond Jo Casino
Saturday, April 21, 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Jon Lovitz
Laughing Moon Comedy Club, Diamond Jo Casino
Wednesday, April 25, 8 p.m.
Greg Hahn
Laughing Moon Comedy Club, Diamond Jo Casino
May 1 - May 5
Comedy 10K
Ninety-six comics will compete over five days for their
share of $10,000 in prizes Hosted by The Midnight
Swinger and finals hosted by Dave Coulier. See
details on page 16.
Wednesday, May 9, 8 p.m.
Rocky LaPorte
Laughing Moon Comedy Club, Diamond Jo Casino

Hunks The Show

Friday, April 27, 8 PM, Saturday, April 28, 8 PM.
Mystique Casino

Hunks The Show is returning to Mystique
Casino performing for two nights in Cabaret.
Named America’s Hottest Ladies Night, the
men of Hunks will entertain with a Las Vegas
style male revue. The entertainers have
appeared on VH1, MTV, HBO, in Muscle & Fitness, and in Abercrombie & Fitch ads. Tickets
are $10 in advance and $15 the day of the
show at the Allure Club. Must be 21.

Trivia Night Thursdays
6:30 pm-9 pm, Mystique Casino

Know it all? Prove it! Tirivia night has taken
off big time at Mystique. Get your crew of
know-it-all’s together and test your meddle.
Team Registration 6:30 pm-7 pm Registration
is Free 2-10 players per team. Top 3 Places
Paid each week - up to $50 Free Play or $25
Cash for each player. Bonus: $1 Draws in
Cabaret Put on your drinking cap!

7th Annual Central Run Pub Crawl

Saturday, April 21, 4:30 p.m.
Starting at the Colts Center

The 7th Annual - AND FINAL - Central Run Pub Crawl in Downtown Dubuque is coming on Saturday, April 21 at 4:30 p.m.
Launching point for this event is the Colts Center, 1101 Central
Avenue. Tickets are still only $15/person and will include transportation to all sites, drink specials, food, games, and prizes. Get
a free commemorative T-Shirt at the door while supplies last.

Safe transportation for the event and complimentary rides
home (within the city limits of Dubuque and upon request) will
be provided, sponsored byBudweiser, The Colts Center, Envision
Sports Designs and Dubuque365.
Participating bars include Gin Rickeys, The District, Breezer’s
Pub, Knicker’s Saloon, Noonan’s, Chances R, Cue Masters &
Instant Replay!
Themed attire is encouraged, so
come as your favorite champion
of the arena, roman, capulan,
spartan, emperor, gladiator, concubine, slave, etc. Or just grab
the toga you saved from college.
Be back at the Colts Center
at 11PM for the the prizes for
best dressed male, female, and
Group Costumes. Buses will run
till 11:30 and free rides home go
till Midnight.
Designated drivers are encouraged, and will be provided with
complimentary soft drinks at each stop. You must be 21 years of
age to participate. Proceeds benefit the Colts capital campaign.
Don’t miss the fun, one last time!
Find details and advance tickets on centralrun.com.
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{ 365 dining: film festival diner’s guide }
by Rich Belmont
JULIEN DUBUQUE INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL DINER’S GUIDE

Four days and evenings, the week-end of April 19-22, 2012, we
will be attending parties, panel discussions and screenings of
entertaining and thought provoking movies. These events will
be conducted at various downtown Dubuque locations including the Diamond Jo Casino, Holiday Inn, Grand Opera House and
Hotel Julien Dubuque. Getting around to the phenomenal number of scheduled activities and meeting brilliant and talented local and global filmmakers will no doubt make us all very hungry!
So here is my Julien Dubuque International Film Festival Diner’s
Guide to restaurants in and around the festivities.

LOT ONE

100 Main St. • 563-587-0200 • www.LotOneDBQ.com
Bar: 11 am – 2 am, Kitchen: 11 am – 9 pm
Sun Brunch & Booze,10 am – 2 pm
At the corner of 1st & Main this is a sports bar with several
TV’s. It’s a classy place because a huge investment was made
remodeling the building with wood paneling, tin ceiling and
framed art work. Voted Best Bar, Best Fest 2007. Thursday
Lunch Special is a Carmichael Basket and Friday is the Philly
Basket. Burgers are popular, especially the Roaming Hot Buffalo: lean ground Bison topped with jalapeño and pepper
jack cheese. Also popular is the Thai Chili Chicken Wrap consisting of either charbroiled strips or crispy chicken wrapped
in a tomato basil tortilla with cheese and vegetables.

they’re only in walking distance before you stuff yourself!

per jack cheese. So is the Rib Eye Steak Sandwich topped
with fresh mushrooms, roasted green and red peppers and
onions with pepper jack cheese on Texas toast. The dinner
house specialty is Mason Dixon Ribs. They are slow roasted
and prepared according to a secret rib recipe. They are only
available on Thursday and Sundays from 4:30 pm until they
are all gone. Regulars go early because they are quickly sold
out. The Dixon Chicken grilled chicken breast topped with
bacon and Swiss cheese is a big seller and you will see a lot of
Rib Eye steaks coming from the kitchen as well.

is the place. The cuisine is bold and exciting. Like the South
American Sautéed Shrimp & Scallops in a pineapple, curry,
almond and coconut sauce. Or the hand-cut Grilled Pork
Rack with a bourbon, bacon, pineapple sauce. The German
Sausage Gnocchi with sauerkraut and homemade mustard
sauce is outstanding. And so is the Open Faced Cheeseburger with peppered bacon and smoke gouda made with Japanese Kobe Beef considered a delicacy throughout the world.

CAROLINE’S (HOTEL JULIEN DUBUQUE)

200 Main St. •563-588-5595 • HotelJulienDubuque.com
Hours: Open for Breakfast
Lunch: Mon – Sat11 am – 2 pm
Dinner: Sun – Thu 4:30 pm – 9 pm, Fri – Sat, utill 10 pm
Caroline’s offers just the right combination of casual yet refined dining you expect in a boutique hotel offering elegant
accommodations and impeccable service. Breakfast favorites are Belgium Waffles, Caroline’s Banana Bread French
Toast and Eggs Benedict with Florentine Sauce. For lunch try
the Fish Tacos of Ahi Tuna, cheddar cheese, diced tomatoes
and Jalapeño lime sauce or the Paradise Salad with apples,
strawberries, feta cheese, candied walnuts and your choice
of grilled chicken, salmon or Ahi tuna. Favorite dinners include Glazed Beef Short Ribs braised in an aged apple cider
and beouf glacé and Roasted Pork Tenderloin herb roasted
with maple, cinnamon and cherry glaze.

CRUST ITALIAN KITCHEN & BAR

VINNY VANUCCHI’S LITTLE ITALY

180 Main St.• 563-588-9600 • VinnysDubuque.com
Sun - Thu, 11 am – 9 pm, Fri – Sat, 11am-10 pm
Richly appointed with over 100 large framed photographs of
family members. This is an authentic Sicilian and Southern
Italian Restaurant serving garlic bread, pizzas, pastas and
chicken, veal and steak specialties. Popular lunches are the
Soup, Salad, Garlic Bread Special and Chef Roberto’s Baked
Sausage Ragu, a classic dish of penne pasta, spicy Italian
sausage, peppers and mushrooms in a homemade marinara
sauce. For dinner try Pasta Ala Vinny: linguine with shrimp,
lobster and crabmeat in olive oil, garlic and hot sauce. Another one of their best dinners is Seafood Italiano, a dish of
shrimp, scallops, lobster and crabmeat in a creamy sauce
topped with three cheeses.

MASON DIXON SALOON

163 Main St.• 563-582-3445 • MasonDixonSaloon.com
Bar 11 am – 2 am 7 days, Kitchen, 11 am – 8:30 pm
Southern hospitality right here in Dubuque! There are lunch
specials every day. The Mason Burger is excellent: a specially
seasoned Angus beef patty topped with bacon and pep34
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299 Main St.• 563-582-6889 • CrustDubuque.com
Sun - Thu,11 am – 9 pm, Fri – Sat, 11 am – 10 pm
Crust is an Americanized version of an Italian Trattoria offering simple food in a casual atmosphere. It is well known
for pizzas and meatball, sausage or chicken parmesan sandwiches. A couple of the most popular pizzas are Three Little
Pigs containing capicola, Italian sausage and bacon and Thai
One On with a spicy peanut ginger sauce, chicken, mozzarella, green onions, carrots and Napa cabbage.

PAUL’S TAVERN

176 Locust St. • 563-556-9944, 9 am – 2 am daily
This tavern has been operating continuously for over six decades. Stop in and see the big game on display in cases mounted on the walls and even the ceiling. While you are eating check
out the Big Horn Sheep from Montana, the Grizzly Bear and
Wolverine from British Columbia, the Polar Bear from the Arctic
Circle and many other animals too. The menu has only six items.
Ham sandwich, Ham and Cheese, Tuna Salad, Grilled Cheese,
Beef Burger and Cheese Burger. It’s fascinating to watch the
burgers being cooked on the gas-fired Broilator where over 100
burgers have been cooked every day for 62 years.

THE BANK GASTROPUB

342 Main St.• 563-584-1729 • TheBankDBQ.com
Bar: 11 am to Close, Kitchen, 11 am – 9 pm, Closed Sun
Pub grub available Fri – Sat late night
Housed in the old German Bank Building, The Bank is very
much a modern pub with high quality food. The Bank has
excellent burgers including the build your own Bank Burger
and the Chipotle with jalapeño, pepper jack and chipotle
mayo. The Italian Beef is real Chicago style with giardiniera
on the side. Dinner features include pastas, burgers and unusual entrée’s like Chicken Dijonnaise and Pork Marsala.

PEPPER SPROUT

378 Main St.• 563-556-2167 • www.PepperSprout.com
Tue - Thu: 5-9 pm, Fri - Sat: -10 pm, Closed Sun & Mon
If you are looking for a true Midwest gourmet experience this
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SHOT TOWER INN

290 Locust St.• 563-556-1061
Mon - Thu, 11 am – 11 pm,Fri - Sat till 12 a.m., Sun till 10 pm
Just up the street from Paul’s Tavern is the Shot Tower Inn. It
has been serving pizza and sandwiches since 1961. People
come from all over to satisfy their cravings for specialty sandwiches like the Italian Grinder and the Italian Meatball. The
Grinder is ground spicy sausage topped with mozzarella and
likewise the Meatball is ground up spicy beef with Italian sea-

www.Dubuque365.com
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soning and covered with mozzarella cheese. The pizzas are
the heart of this landmark restaurant. In particular, the Gourmet pizzas are intriguing. For example, the House Special has
spinach, tomatoes and cheese and the Bianco is made from
marinated tomatoes, oregano and mozzarella and olive oil.

something for everyone, right next door!

bread. The blackened shrimp wrapped in bacon is popular
in the evening as are all the steaks which are USDA Choice
Grade and aged a minimum of 21 days.

chosen for the spring season. The six gourmet pizzas are all
awesome. The entrées are just what you would expect in a
contemporary eatery. For example the Chilean Salmon is a
filet covered with a fresh herb coating of chives, parsley, tarragon and rosemary. The Filet Mignon will melt in your mouth
and the Meatloaf is exceptional. The loaf is prepared from 95%
lean ground Angus and is mixed with onions, peppers and carrots. Then it is topped with a sauce prepared from pan roasted
cherry tomatoes, olive oil, capers and little tomato juice.

SALSAS MEXICAN RESTAURANT

ADOBOS MEXICAN GRILL
WOODFIRE GRILL (Diamond Jo Casino)

301 Bell St.• 563-690-4755 • www.DiamondJo.com
Mon - Thu, 5-9 pm, Fri - Sat. 5 pm – 10 pm, Closed Sun
Enjoy a most delightful fine dining experience with a cozy
fireside atmosphere. This is the perfect place to relax with
cocktails and fine wine while you are anticipating the culinary delights to follow. Choose the stunning Steak Au Poivre
28 ounce giant cowboy rib eye with 14 inch bone. Or perhaps you would prefer a seafood entrée like Sea Bass, overnighted from Honolulu, pan seared in clarified butter, oven
baked and served over sautéed baby spinach. The wine cellar
is stocked with over 275 wines all carefully selected by Certified Sommelier Jim Terry. Just for fun try using the Enomatic
Self-Serve Wine dispensing system to sample up to 32 different wines in one, two or four ounce servings.

756 Main St. • 563-556-4407 • Facebook/AdobosMexicanGrill
Mon-Fri, 11 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 11 am-2 pm, 5 pm-Close
Adobos is nothing fancy but the food is authentic Mexican.
The cuisine is all based on the Chef’s own recipes and the flavors are derived from his special blends of seasonings. Popular entrees are the Ranch Rice Bowl , Fajitas, Crazy Chicken,
Quesadillas and Steak Tampiqueño or Steak Tapatio or Steak
Ranchero. The home made sauces are what makes this restaurant different from other Mexican restaurants.

KITCHEN BUFFET (Diamond Jo Casino)

Lunch: Mon-Sat, 11 am – 3 pm, Dinner: Sun – Thu, 5-9 pm
If you would like to feast on a prodigious assortment of all
you can eat high quality food then the Kitchen Buffet is for
you. Then you will notice the line cooks are cooking at their
stations right behind the serving tables. There is no doubt
every menu item is freshly made. The selections change on
a daily basis. You will find stations for salads, pizza, Italian
food such as sausage and peppers or baked ziti, International
cuisine, grilled foods like pork chops and seared fish, American Heritage, for example, roasted chicken, Asian foods like
wings or beef and broccoli, and desserts of pies, cookies,
cakes and a cupcake menagerie.

MOJOS (Diamond Jo Casino)

Mon - Thurs, 4 pm –12 am, Fri 4 p.m. - 2a.m.,
Sat, 11 am – 2 am, Sun, 11 am – 12 am
Mojo’s is also in the Diamond Jo Casino and is a great place
when you are in the mood for drinks, light meals and snacks.
The theme is Cajun flavors and you can choose pizza, burgers, appetizers and wings in 5 flavors. The hand battered and
deep fried Louisiana Alligator Bites are really good and by
the way, they don’t taste like chicken! The Ragin Cajun Nachos are spicy and a good choice for a burger is the Jalapeño
Bacon Pepperjack. 365 loves the BBQ Sliders!

RIVER CITY BEEFSTRO BAR & GRILLE (Holiday Inn)
450 Main St.• 563-556-2000 • HolidayInn.com/DubuqueI
Breakfast Avaialble, Lunch: Sat – Sun, 11 am – 4 pm
Dinner: Mon – Sat 4 pm – 10 pm, Sun, 4 pm – 9 pm
You will find good soups and sandwiches on the lunch menu.
The Beefstro Burger is a half pound of char broiled Black Angus Beef. The chicken sandwich is prepared with Cajun spices and the Grilled Steak is served open face on garlic French
www.Dubuque365.com

MANNA JAVA WORLD CAFE

269 Main St.• 563-588-3105 • www.MannaJava.com
Mon-Sat, 7 am – 9 pm, Sun, 8 am – 2 pm
Manna Java has the look and feel of a big city hotel bar. You
can run in early and grab an espresso or latte brewed from
artisan gourmet roasted coffee and some European style
pastries. This restaurant has its own bakery so all the pastries
and breads are baked daily. At lunch time stop in for a world
class sandwich like the Appollonia: smoked turkey, prosciutto,
provolone, fresh mozzarella, and tomato and basil pesto on
crusty French bread. In the evening engage in lively conversation with friends over some gourmet pizza. Manna Java serves
healthy 100% organic grass-fed Piedmontese beef burgers
with unusual toppings including creamy mushroom gorgonzola sauce or mild green chilies and Asadero cheese.

L.MAY EATERY

1072 Main St.* 563-556-0505 * www.LMayEatery.com
Thu-Sun-Mon, 4:30 pm – 9 pm, Fri – Sat Till 10 p.m.
L. May is one of the liveliest bars and restaurants in town. Red
Wine Sangria is very popular this time of year and there is a
large craft beer selection and an assortment of wines carefully

1091 Main St.• 563-588-2880
Lunch: 11 am – 2 pm, Dinner: 2 pm – 9 pm, daily
Salsa’s is the place to go if you are in the mood for traditional
Mexican-American cuisine. The extensive menu includes appetizers, vegetarian plates, Fajitas, Burritos, Enchiladas and no
fewer than 22 house specialties. In this restaurant Fajitas are
popular because there are at least six different kinds. The same
is true of steaks where the patrons can choose Tampiqueño,
Mexicano, Ranchero, Carne Azada or Chile Colorado.

TONY ROMA’S (Grand Harbor Resort)
350 Bell Street •563-690-3249 • GrandHarborResort.com
Hours: 6:30 am – 10:30 am, Lunch/Dinner: 11 am -10 pm
Located in the Grand Harbor Resort this restaurant offers
beautiful views of the Mississippi River. Tony Roma’s is considered by many to be the pioneer of Baby Back Ribs but is
also well known for its Saint Louis Ribs, Beef Ribs and Short
Ribs. It was voted Best Ribs, Best Fest 2010, 2011, and 2012.
As part of the resort complex Tony Roma’s offers breakfast
with great pancakes, French toast and omelets and a lunch
menu of salads, sandwiches, burgers and special lunch features. There are eight half-pound Angus beef burgers to
choose from and excellent fresh salads. The Signature Steaks
are high quality, grain-fed beef and are char-grilled to your
liking. The seafood items are all outstanding.

STAR RESTAURANT AND ULTRA LOUNGE

600 Star Brewery Drive • 563-556-4800 • DBQStar.com
Hours: Mon – Sun, 11 am – Close≠
Star Restaurant is in the historic Star Brewery Building overlooking the majestic Mississippi River. It is very popular with
the “in crowd” because of its contemporary sleek décor,
glowing orange bar, riverside patio, and superb cuisine. The
Blue Plate Special Monday through Friday lunches are much
in demand. The White Chicken Nachos are a big seller as is
the Navajo Grilled Chicken and the Iowa grown Pork Loin,
encrusted with a seasoned rub of brown sugar, coffee and
garlic, is an example of the sophisticated skills of the restaurant. While Star is primarily an American cuisine restaurant its
similarities to a high end steakhouse are obvious. All the Beef
is Prime Grade and aged for approximately 28 days on the
premises. The Filet Mignon is the most popular cut; however
the Bone-In Rib Eye and Kansas City Strip are highly prized as
well. Prime Rib is on the menu every night and on Saturdays
it is all-you –can –eat from 5 to 8 pm.
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{ what women want / symphony music }

that guys hair knows no gravity!

DSO Season Finale

What Women Want

April 28th, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Grand River Center, Port of Dubuque
DUBUQUE...TAKE ME AWAY!
Gather your girlfriends for a unique weekend
getaway that starts with a fun filled retreat to
our ‘Ritz Carlton’ in the Port of Dubuque. Start
the day off right with a delicious brunch...and
perhaps indulge in a mimosa or two. Next,
take a stroll through countless vendors in our
version of Rodeo Drive & Michigan Avenue.

Meet the men of ‘Hunks’ who will make an
appearance courtesy of Mystique Casino.

(Can’t get enough? You can also see them
perform inside Mystique Casino April 27th
& 28th (Details at mystiquedbq.com.)
Learn to ‘Cook Like a Chef’ and pair wines like
a pro. Take fashion advice from local experts
and maybe even go from ‘Drab to Diva’ with
our free makeover giveaway. Three lucky
ladies will win and your advance registration
qualifies you for the free makeover, which
includes hair, makeup, clothing and more!
End the afternoon with desserts, drinks,
delightful giveaways and downright
hilarious entertainment as comedienne
Etta May takes the stage. To put it simply,
when Etta May takes the stage, she is the
reigning Queen of Southern Sass.
Advance registration is just $40 and $50
at the door. Visit traveldubuque.com to
register or contact 563.690.9208.

April 14-15, Five Flags Theater
The Dubuque Symphony Orchestra concludes its 2011-2012 classics season with
composer and Dubuque native Michael
Gilbertson’s newest work for orchestra on
Saturday, April 14, 7:30 p.m. and Sunday,
April 15, 2 p.m. at the historic Five Flags
Theater. Single tickets range from $12 to
$46 at the Five Flags Center box office, at
any Ticketmaster retail outlet or online
at DubuqueSymphony.org. Discounted
$6 student tickets will be available in the
Five Flags Theater lobby one hour prior to
each performance.

In Gilbertson’s words, “Tragedy Tomorrow (co-somissioned vy the DSO) is a
musical portrait of New York City in the

The Dubuque Chorale
40th Anniv. Retrospective

Sunday, April 22
Westminster
Presbyterian Church

The Dubuque Chorale closes its 40th Anniversary season with a special retrospective
concert Sunday, April 22 at Westminster Presbyterian Church. In honor of the milestone,
the Chorale will welcome back founding
director Dennis Williams and past director
Fran Vogt. Along with current director Bob
Demaree, the three will lead the Chorale and
orchestra in a retrospective of music the Chorale has performed during its 40-year history.
The free program includes individual pieces
from great works such as Bach’s Mass in B
Minor, Vivaldi’s Gloria, Haydn’s Creation,
Brahms’ Requiem, Faure’s Requiem, Bernstein’s Chichester Psalms, and Orff’s Carmina Burana. Other composers highlighted
include Mozart, Mendelssohn, Claussen,
Rutter, Handel, and Lauridsen.
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1920s: the Hindenburg looming above
the city, the sunburst design of the Chrysler Building, traffic on Fifth Avenue, a
dark, romantic club. The intention of the
piece is not to conjure up these images,
but to capture the era’s fragile spirit of
optimism and abandon.”
Following Tragedy Tomorrow, Juilliard
graduate Euntaek Kim will perform Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto No. 2. “This piece
is regarded, among great pianists, as one
of the most difficult concertos of all. The
solo cadenzas are considered by some to
be unplayable. Yet Euntaek is going to
eat this piece for breakfast!” said Maestro
Intrilligator of the man and the piece.
Closing the performance is Tchaikovsky’s
Fourth Symphony. Written during a time
of great turmoil in Tchaikovsky’s life the
piece explores the idea of a fateful force
preventing one’s urge for happiness.
Maestro Intriligator will also present a
pre-concert lecture at 1:15 p.m. on Sunday. A concert ticket is required to attend.
For more information, call the symphony
office at (563) 557-1677.

Following the concert, a reception will be
held with desserts and light refreshments,
to commemorate the Chorale’s past and
future with memorabilia tables, a video presentation, and a look at our strategic plan
for the future. The performance is free but
the Chorale accepts free will offerings to
help defray the expenses of the group.
Forty years ago, Dennis Williams formed
the Dubuque Chorale. A labor of love,
he fostered the group and kept it going
almost single-handedly for 35 years until
his retirement. In the five years since, the
Chorale has transformed itself into a true
community organization, self-governed
with a Board of Directors, a vision statement, and a strategic plan for the future
that includes ongoing performances with
the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra and
eventually a children’s choir. The Dubuque
Chorale has also formed a 20-member
Chamber Choir, which can perform at
smaller community gatherings.

www.Dubuque365.com

{ do it yourself advice from sara / pop quiz }

chicky, chicky, bomp, bowww!

the chickens to be comfortable and proper ventilation.
We recommend approximately __ square feet per happy
chicken. It is also important for chickens to have regular
access to daylight in order to produce eggs. As chickens
are birds, they love to perch. A lay box also serves as a
comfortable place for a hen to lay her egg and can be as
simple as a wooden box inside the coop.

Funky Chickens have arrived…
It’s amazing to me how many children have a disconnect
with how food arrives on their dinner plate. Although we
have been a major proponent of growing your own food
for well over 20 years, it has only been in recent years
that it became clear to me how important educating our
children on the topic is. Fruits and veggies are fairly easy
to educate children about, but as many kids have never
stepped foot on a farm, they often have a hard time realizing that the chicken in front of them helped make the
breakfast they enjoyed this morning.
A couple of years ago the City of Dubuque quietly passed
an ordinance allowing female chickens to be raised
within the city limits. As we were super excited about
the prospect of regular, fresh, organic eggs we jumped
at this opportunity. As I began researching baby chicks, I
was thrilled to hear that Iowa’s very own Murray McMurray Hatchery out of Webster City offers a great
variety of different breeds of chickens. In fact,
even Martha Stewart gets her chickens there.
We chose to order the Top Hat Special, a collection of chickens with fun feathery plumes
on top of their heads. Because we needed
to order the minimum 25 chickens, we had
some to sell to our customers, and they
have been growing in popularity ever
since! Each year we bring in 25-50 day
old chicks and sell them individually
for pets and, of course, egg producers.
Keeping chickens as pets is really quite
simple…
Shelter: Build or purchase a chicken
coop. These can be basic wooden
structures similar to a rabbit pen or
can become very elaborate. The main
features that are important include a heating lamp for
warmth during periods of cold weather, enough space for

Food and Water: Nourish your chickens using quality
feed and allow them to roam in grassy areas as frequently
as possible. When chicks are young they require a special
feed referred to as “chick starter”. Once they are about
3 months old, you can begin using “layer feed” which
offers enough nutrients to sustain regular egg production. Fresh water daily is also necessary.
Note that chickens don’t begin producing eggs until
they are between 6 and 9 months old, so don’t expect
omelets immediately! Although it does take a little time,
once they begin producing you could easily expect an
egg every day or two per chicken.
Other advantages of raising chickens, beyond the nutritional benefits:
• They teach kids responsibility through regular care.
• They help families meet new friends.
• They are very entertaining to watch.
• They are natural pest control as they love to eat insects.
• They fertilize your gardens with their composted waste.

The 365 Pop Quiz returns with Fun-Games Company
trivia. No more multiple choice. Good luck!
1. Name the Greek Godess known as
“ The Winged Godess Of Victory”?
2. What Tristate city is named for a type of
lead sulfide?
3. Name the former Iowa high school star who is
projected as a top ten pick in this years NBA Draft?
4. Who is the current manager of the
Chicago Cubs?
5. What is the Fujita Scale used to measure?
6. What was “Mrs. Jefferson’s” nickname on the
TV show The Jeffersons?
7. What state is home to the top 10 tallest
mountains in US?
8. Name the bassist/keyboard player for the
band “Rush”? (Bob’s sucking up to Bryce!)

Online info on raising urban chickens…
www.urbanchickens.org
www.backyardchickens.com
Steve’s Ace Home & Garden is expecting
another shipment of baby chicks the
week of April 15th which will include
chickens which lay colorful eggs and
have fun feathery feet! Want to learn
more about the fun you can have raising chickens? Stop by and talk to the funky
chicken experts at Steve’s and find out more.
Want to see a coop in action? Our 32nd
Street location has 2 year old chickens
as pets with a door to view inside their
coop. Reserve your baby chick today! Call
Steve’s Ace at 563.690.1500 or email me at sara.selchert@
stevesace.com.

9. The 1996 movie ‘Swingers” propelled what
band to national prominence?
10. In population what is the second largest city
in Illinois, Aurora, Joliet, Rockford?
Answers on Page 47

Get a team and play Trivia Night... FREE...
• Fun N Games will be at Mystique Casino every
Thursday 7-9 pm through May hosting trivia
• Every Wednesday 8 - 10 P.M.(Thru April)
@ Courtside Sports Bar, Dubuque
•Steve’s Pizza in Platteville:
March 1, March 15, April 5 & April 19

www.Dubuque365.com
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{ bob’s book reviews }

so sayeth the bob!

Whose Fault Is It?
by Bob Gelms
A lot of people, me included, don’t mind
reading about a global catastrophe if it
happens in another part of the globe
and is happening to somebody else. It gets a little scarier
if it could happen in your backyard and affects you personally. Well, I have some very bad
news and it is all laid out in irritatingly logical fashion in Jerry
Thompson’s new book, Cascadia’s Fault; The Coming Earthquake and Tsunami That Could
Devastate North America. Mr.
Thompson has totally convinced me that he is correct. So
much so that I called a friend
of mine who lives in Seattle. I
asked him if he read the book,
he said no; I asked him if he is
worried about earthquakes, he
said no; I asked him if he has
plans to read the book, he said
no; I asked him if he was going
to move to a more secure
part of the country, he said
no. Now, I don’t know about
you but I think you just have
to admire such heroic, blatant
disregard for one’s own safety
because my friend and millions of people along with him
are going to take it in the neck
when the Cascadia Subduction Zone starts to rock & roll.

eradicating Victoria, Vancouver, Seattle,
Tacoma, Sacramento, Portland and a
whole host of smaller towns from the
map of North America. That’s not all.
The Tsunami will do damage all over

the Pacific Rim from Alaska, San Francisco and Los Angeles to South America,
China and Japan. I can’t begin to explain
the economic impact a disaster of this
magnitude would have on the USA to
say nothing of our furry friends
in Canada.
How we know this is going to
happen is the bloodcurdling
part. We, white Europeans, have
no records of any big quakes
at all, anywhere along the CSZ
but the Indians do going back
millennia…stories about the
ground opening up and big
water on the land. This is serious
stuff and it seems to be imminent but I haven’t come to the
coup-de-grace.
We got one little warning sign
that all was not well under the
ground of the Pacific Northwest.
Most people like to call it Mount
St. Helen’s. Without getting
all plate tectonicy on you. The
CSZ is part of the Pacific Ring
of Fire. It is where the Pacific
plate is diving under the North
America plate. The Pacific Plate
is huge and it is on the move. I
will give you three catastrophic
examples. 1. The earthquake

and tsunami that wiped out Sumatra in
2004 on the Southwestern part of the
plate. 2. Earthquake in Chile in 2010 on
the Southeast part of the plate. 3. The
earthquake and tsunami that flattened
parts of Japan in 2011 on the Northwestern part of the Pacific Plate. I think you
see where Mr. Thompson is going with
this. The only part of the Pacific plate
that has been portentously silent is the
Northeastern part of the plate. That, my
friends, would be the CSZ.

Mr. Thompson’s book is so well
researched I can’t find anything to disagree with despite the fact that I’m not a
geologist. I read Cascadia’s Fault in one
sitting because I couldn’t put it down. I
won’t forget to tell you I told you so…
sleep tight!

Let’s take a look at the scope of things
right there on the cover of the book.
“The Cascadia Subduction Zone is a
crack in the Earth’s crust roughly 100
kilometers off shore, running 1,100 kilometers from northern Vancouver Island
to northern California. This fault generates a monster earthquake about every
500 years. There is roughly a 30 percent
chance that just such a disaster could
happen within the next 50 years. Or it
could happen tonight.” I’m reaching for
the Ambien because I don’t think I will
be able to sleep tonight. “Who cares,”
you might say, “We live in the upper
Midwest it can’t possibly get us.” If a 9.5
earthquake hit just off Vancouver Island.
The quake and the ensuing tsunami
would almost immediately destroy, flatten, obliterate, demolish and thereby
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{ pam kress-dunn }

there’s a reason service stations are now just called gas stations.

People Who Need People?		

		

by pam kress-dunn

NPR’s “Morning Edition” broadcast an
interview with two women recently. I
came late to the report, but it sounded
like they both worked at the same place
– I’m betting it was Wal-Mart – and had
suffered major downsizing, if not layoffs.
The reason was not their lack of skill or
enthusiasm, but the introduction of selfcheckout stations. The women had been
replaced by technology.
Wal-Mart is a store I venture into
only once or twice a year, usually to
purchase something for my sister. It’s
easy to find there the clothes she likes
in the size she wearsthat fit. I may have
tried self-checkout once, but the only
reason it worked was the expertise of
my daughter, who never met a piece of
technology she couldn’t arm- wrestle
into submission.
She works in a place that also offers selfcheckout. It’s not a store, but a place
where you borrow things. Not rent, not
buy, but borrow. It’s a library . . . a public
library. I’ve used the self-checkout there,
but half the time I do it wrong, setting off
the library’s security alarm as I try to exit
with an armload of cookbooks, travel
guides, and new books by my favorite
poets. Foiled again.
I’d rather take the extra time for human
interaction. Whether it’s the high school
student at Hy-Vee sending my Bing
cherries and pork tenderloin down the
conveyer belt, or the circulation assistant
making sure my books are checked
out and properly dis-armed, these are
trained professionals; they know what
they’re doing. It makes me extra happy to
know that, in these still shaky economic
times, I’m benefiting from the skills of
People With Jobs. Even if they work parttime, receiving no health insurance or
sick leave, at least they get a paycheck
and something to put on their resume.
That same news report, about paid
employees vs. cold-hearted machines,
promised an upcoming story by a
reporter making a cross-country car
trip with as little human interaction as
possible. Wow, doesn’t that sound like
fun? I presume he was taking advantage
of pay-at-the-pump gas stations, as well
as kiosks at hotels offering non-human
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store, thank goodness. I
worry, though, about this
trend, especially at libraries,
since I’m a librarian myself.
As a medical librarian, I feel
my job is pretty essential,
especially when I get a
call from a surgeon in the
physician’s lounge, needing
some information STAT.

room check-in. Bellhops only
seem to exist in big-city hotels,
so I guess he didn’t have to
worry about that.
As for how he obtained food,
I’m not sure. The most basic
hash housediner in the land
has wait staff who take your
order and hand your meal to
you on a plate or in a bag. Did he plan
to get byexist on vending machine fare?
Or maybe he packed his own breakfasts,
lunches, and dinners, eating at rest-stop
picnic tables or inside his car, which must
have gotten old pretty fast.
Telling my daughter about this endeavor,
I felt compelled to describe to her how
things used to go, back in the day. Pulling
up at a gas station set into motion a
whole dance of services, from pumping
the petrol to washing the windshield to
checking the oil and the air in the tires. It
was lovely, and it was so much the norm
that I don’t recall feeling guilty when it
was sleeting out and I got to stay in my
nice, warm car. No, the feeling I felt was
gratitude.

There is one other interaction I
remember, and that was the meter
reader, a man who would knock on the
back door, then entercharge in, calling
out “Meter Mman!” as he galloped down
the stairs. These days you’d have to be
nutscrazy to expect that kind of service
– unwise, inefficient, perhaps unsafe.
But back then, it was just the way things
were done.
Now a machine on the outside of our
house silently conveys meter readings,
and we buy bread and milk, plus the
occasional frosted chocolateglazed
donut, at a store. Self-checkout doesn’t
seem to be catching on at my grocery

TBut I know that too many hospitals have
closed their libraries. “You can find it on
the Internet” is the reason given. Sure,
you can find something, but most of the
time, it won’t be accurate, and if it is, it
won’t be available for free. Computers
are great, and robots can perform
awesome things, but without a human
programming, using, and fixing them, it’s
a cold, uncaringhelpful world out there.
As cold and cheerless as a cross-country
trip without even a “Good morning!”
from the waitress in the diner.
pam2617@yahoo.com

Same for all the services that came right
to our home. For these, I need to go way
back, to when I was young enough to
be still at home with my mom as various
salesmen made their calls. There was
the milkman, spiriting away empty
glass bottles and leaving our weekly
order inside the insulated silver milk
box beside the back door. There was
the Fuller Brush man, selling brushes for
cleaning and brushes for grooming our
hair, as well as cleaning chemicals – the
precursor of Endust – in ecologically
incorrect pressurized spray cans. I miss
the smell of that stuff. Finally, there was
my favorite – the Omar Bread Mman.
I have no idea where the name “Omar”
came from, but I remember as if it wereas
yesterday (and it definitely was not) the
three-tiered tray held out by the nice
man in the white uniform, featuring not
just bread, but donuts and sweet rolls,
too. In my rosy memory, of course, Mom
always bought me something sweet.
For a while, we also had farm-fresh egg
deliveries and, of course, an Avon lady.
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{ leisure services / carnegie-stout library }

CAMPING
The Miller Riverview Campground will
open for the 2012 season on Sunday,
April 15th. Reservations for 2012
campsites at the Miller Riverview Park
will be done on a LOTTERY BASIS this
year for the Memorial Day, Labor Day
and July 4th holidays (July 4th requires
a 2-night reservation minimum).

i’d swear the ben franklin just winked at me!

Full payment is required at the time
the camping reservation is made.
Payment accepted by cash, check,
MasterCard or Visa.
Camping reservations after the lottery
for holiday openings and all other
dates in the 2012 season will be taken
beginning Sunday, April 15th at the
Miller Riverview Campground in
person or by telephone, 563-589-4238.

PARKS OPEN EARLY
Due to the unseasonably warm spring,
the Leisure Services Department
announces that all parks will be open
on a limited basis.
On Saturday, April 14th from 9:00 a.m.
until 12:00 noon at the Five Flags Civic
Center, Majestic Room (located at 405
Main Street), campers may fill out drawing
forms - one form per person for each of
the holidays they wish to reserve. Forms
will be placed in a hat for each holiday
weekend. Persons making reservation
must be 18 years of age or older.
Campers do not have to stay the entire
time (9:00 am to 12:00 noon) at the Five
Flags Civic Center. The actual drawing
starts at 12:00 noon. No drawing forms
will be accepted after 12:00 noon on
Saturday, April 14th. Campers must
be present at time name is drawn to
reserve their site until sites are filled.
July 4th requests will be drawn first
and reserved in order pulled; Memorial
Day next and then Labor Day.
Individuals must be present at the time
of the drawing to select the desired
campsite/holiday. Campers may fill
out a drawing form for one, two and/or
three holidays. One campsite may be
reserved per person, per holiday.
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Eagle Point, Flora and Murphy Park
will each have one rest room building
open beginning Saturday, March
31st. Rest rooms will also be open in
A.Y. McDonald, Allison-Henderson,
Bergfeld and Comiskey parks.
NO PAVILIONS will be available for
usage until the official Saturday, May
5th opening of the parks. Pavilion
reservations are taken by calling the
Leisure Services Department at 563589-4263. (Pavilions can be reserved
23 months in advance.)
The Eagle Point Park entrance fee of
$1.00 per vehicle will not be collected
until Saturday, May 5th.

call the Reference Desk at 589-4225
extension 2224.

TIME TO GOLF!

Saturday, April 14, 10 a.m. -12 p.m.

Bunker Hill Golf Course opened for
the season on Tuesday March 13th,
one of the earliest dates ever, and play
has been very strong. Come join us for
a round on these great spring days!
Short on time, try our lunch special of
4 holes of golf for $5.00! Call the pro
shop for details!
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Celebrate Money Smart
Week @ your library®
Money Smart Week@yourlibrary® is a
partnership with the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago and the American
Library Association to promote personal financial literacy. Local libraries are working with community
groups, government agencies and
financial experts to help consumers
learn to better manage their personal
finances. For more information, please

Bring two bags of paper to be shredded and recycled by Tri-State Shred, a
Money Smart Week local partner.

Saturday, April 28, 2- 3 p.m.
Pennies. Nickels & Dimes (Oh, MY!)
Join us for stories, games and fun
around the theme of money. Watch
and hear songs from School House
Rock: Money Rock and get creative
designing your own bank. For ages 6
through 8. Please register by calling
the Library at 589-4225 and ask for the
Children’s Help Desk at extension 2228.
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{ mattitude / be yourself, improve yourself }

congrats mr. itude!

people were constantly telling him that
they should be gathered into a book.
The people were right. We now had an
author whose voice had grown strong
and whose core philosophy had gelled
into a call to action he could share with
his audiences.

My New Book, Be Yourself, Improve Yourself
by matt booth

“Be Yourself – Improve Yourself” is my
second published book. I spent about
five years developing it. The title of the
book is the philosophy of my life and the
simple formula for personal satisfaction
and professional success. I wrote this
book because I profoundly believe we
are put on this earth to be happy and
successful. To be happy, you’re going to
have to be yourself. And to be successful,
you have to be in a continuing state of
self improvement. It’s an attitude thing!

I wrote this book because I profoundly
believe that I deserve to be happy and
successful and that I have the ability
to handle anything life throws at me.
Furthermore, I profoundly believe that
you deserve to be happy and successful
and you have the ability to handle
anything life throws at you.
To be happy, you’re going to have to
be yourself. There is no other way. It is
impossible to be happy trying to be
someone you’re not. Your actions need to
originate from who you are rather than
from some superficial place. Rediscover

your passions and desires. What did you
want to be as a kid? Find your uniqueness
and use it to serve others and the world
will make a place for you.
To be successful, you must be in a
continued state of self improvement.
Make it your mission to be the best
you can. You can’t help others until
you first help yourself. If you’re going
to lift someone up, you must be on
higher ground. If you’re not continually
improving, you will find it tough to be
successful.
By being yourself and improving each
day, you will without a doubt have a
positive attitude. Just having a positive
attitude isn’t everything; however, I
think it is the start of everything. Being
positive ranks highest priority over your
skills, talent, experience, education or
intelligence. Your attitude is what drives
you and determines how high you
will rise. Exercise the most important
choice given to us as members of the
human race and choose to have a
positive attitude because it is key to your
happiness and success.
The book is designed to be read in short
chunks and in no particular order. You
can flip around from chapter to chapter.
It is full of concise and easy to follow tips
to help you be happy and successful. I
want you to find one good idea in this
book and implement it! Stop down to
L. May on Wednesday, April 18th after
5:30pm for our book signing. It’s An
Attitude Thing!

Mattitude Improvement Tip
Low Hanging Fruit

A fruit-bearing tree often contains some branches low enough to reach without much
effort. The fruit on these lower branches may be not be as ripe or attractive as the
fruit on higher limbs, but it is usually more abundant and easier to harvest. From this
we get the expression low hanging fruit, which generally means selecting the easiest
targets with the least amount of effort. It means doing the easiest work first. It means
going after a goal that is easy to achieve or a problem that is easy to solve. One of the
most important lessons you can learn is to focus on the low hanging fruit first. Many of
us (myself included) end up wasting too much time trying to get at the high hanging
fruit when there is a large supply of low-hanging fruit right in front of our faces. What
is your low hanging fruit?
There are hundreds of thousands of simple ways to improve. What improvement tips
do you have? Is there something you’ve done that has made a difference in the way
you live? Send your improvement tip to matt@mattbooth.com. If I use it to help others, I’ll send you a copy of my new book – Be Yourself, Improve Yourself.
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“Be Yourself... Improve Yourself”
A new book by Matt Booth

In his own words, Matt shares that,
“Be Yourself – Improve Yourself is my
second published book. I spent about
five years developing it. The title of
the book is the philosophy of my life
and the simple formula for personal
satisfaction and professional success. I wrote this book because I profoundly believe we are put on this
earth to be happy and successful.
To be happy, you’re going to have
to be yourself. And to be successful,
you have to be in a continuing state of
self-improvement. It’s an attitude thing!”

by Suzanne Wright
When 365ink Magazine was new so
many years ago, I had read a few of
Matt Booth’s Mattitude columns and
thought he was pretty witty, somewhat insightful, and seemed to have
a fairly positive outlook on life. I liked
his friendly, open, and conversational
writing style. His philosophy of success
through self-directed attitude management was interesting and often
his columns were humorous as well as
thought-provoking.
That first meeting began a creative
team effort that has resulted in wider
circles of friends, a book, and a sustaining vision for something more. Matt was
just about ready to publish his Master’s
thesis on Communication from the
University of Dubuque. He had a wellwritten manuscript was a good read
but was not the right book to launch his
public speaking career.
Fast forward a few years to nearly three
years ago. . . .
Matt was continuing to write his column
for 365 and found success as a nationally
traveling speaker. He had taken the time to
fall in love, marry his lovely wife Joie, and
was even dreaming of becoming a papa.
We met again and he had a new book
idea. His columns for 365 were so popular

Unlike most books, Be Yourself; Improve
Yourself is designed for individuals that
have a little time to read a page or two of
text, without chaining them to the traditional cover-to-cover, chapter by chapter
read. Instead the book focuses on four key
growth areas to ponder, Attitude, Business, Language, and Personal. Each entry
was painstakingly selected, reviewed for
sustaining-relevance, and placed in the
hopper for potential inclusion.
It has been a joy working on this book. I
love that the pre-launch printer’s proofs
for Matt’s 2nd book were delivered the
same day the Booth’s second son, Graham was born.
The book is available online at MattBooth.com.
On April 18th, from 5:30 to 8 p.m., the
Booths will host a special reception
and second book signing at LMay, 1072
Main Street, Dubuque, IA 52001.
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{ 365 wellness }

honesty, i think i’m worth more dead than alive. : (

by Lisa Schockemoehl,
The Friedman Group

Health Savings Accounts

Eligible medical
expenses may include:

Health Savings Account (HSA) is a taxfavored savings account combined with
a qualified high-deductible health insurance plan. This is a way for individuals
and families to save for current and future
health care expenses. HSA’s have grown
in popularity over the last several years.
They were introduced in 2003 to offer an
alternative to traditional health insurance.

• Acupuncture
• Alcoholism treatment
• Ambulance
• Artificial limb
• Artificial teeth
• Birth Control Pills
• Breast Pump
• Breast reconstruction surgery (mastectomy-related)
• Chiropractor
• Contact lenses and solutions
• Cosmetic surgery (if due to trauma or
disease)
• Dental treatment (X-rays, fillings, braces, extractions, etc.)
• Diagnostic devices (such as lood sugar
test kits for diabetics)
• Doctor’s office (including physicians,
surgeons, specialists or other medical
practitioners) visits and procedures
• Drug addiction treatment
• Drugs, prescription
• Eyeglasses and exams
(for medical reasons)
• Eye surgery (such as laser eye surgery
or radial keratotomy)
• Fertility enhancements
• Hearing aids (and batteries for use)
• Hospital services
• Laboratory fees
• Long-term care
(for medical expenses and premiums)
• Nursing home
• Nursing services
• Operations/surgery (excluding
unnecessary cosmetic surgery)
• Osteopath
• Physical Therapy
• Psychiatric care
• Psychologist
• Special education
(for learning disabilities)
• Speech Therapy
• Stop-smoking programs
(including nicotine gum or patches)
• Vasectomy
• Weight-loss program (to treat a specific
disease diagnosed by a physician)
• Wheelchair

• The minimum annual 2012 health insurance deductible (the amount you
must meet first before claims are paid) is
$1,200 for individual coverage or $2,400
for family coverage. Annual 2012 outof-pocket maximums cannot exceed
$6,050 for individual coverage and
$12,100 for family coverage.
• Most of the HSA qualified health insurance plans today are designed to cover
preventive care (wellness services),
without having to meet your deducible
first. The health insurance plans are offered in the individual market, as well as
the group market. Once the qualified
health insurance plan is effective, you
can establish a health savings account.
A lot of local banks can help set up
these types of accounts. Also, many of
the health insurance carriers work with
their own designated banks.
• The 2012 yearly contribution limit for
the account is $3,100 for an individual,
and $6,250 for a family, (those age
55 and older can contribute an extra
$1,000). Contributions are 100% tax deductible, and distributions for qualified
medical expenses are tax free. HSA’s are
different from a flexible spending account, because, unused money in your
HSA is not surrendered at the end of the
year. Funds will rollover each year and
continue to grow tax-deferred.
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Take charge of your health care today
and start saving for the future!
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{ 365 wellness with Hy-Vee health market }
Go Green w/ Your Grocery Shopping
with nutritionists Pat Fisher
Megan Horstman & Amber Jaeger
We all can do something to help improve
the health of the planet. No matter how
small, everything helps. Since Earth Day is
April 22nd, now is a great time to evaluate
how environmentally friendly you really are.
Read on for small things that you can do to
help take care of Planet Earth and “green up”
your grocery shopping.
• Size matters. When choosing between a
large container and several small containers
that add up to the same volume: Consider
whether buying the large container would
serve the same purpose and save you
money. For example, do you really need to
buy individual boxes (and more packaging)
of juice if you are going to drink the juice all
in the same week and at your kitchen table?
• Go organic. Organic foods are grown
without the use of pesticides and
fertilizers which is not only helpful for the
environment, but also a healthy choice for
you and your family.

I save bags by eating my food while it’s still in my cart.

• Reduce the amount of leftover food tossed
by serving smaller portions of foods that
frequently produce leftovers OR …
• Reuse leftovers by serving them again in a day
or two or freezing them for future use, OR …
• Recycle leftovers into a different type of
meal; for example – add that extra rice to a
soup the next night.
• Don’t be a “spoil”-sport. Throwing away
spoiled food is related to tossing leftovers.
Reduce the amount of spoiled food that
gets tossed through such practices as:
• Reading labels for “use by,” “expiration” or
“best if used by” dates.
• Refrigerating and freezing foods at
recommended temperatures -- 0 degrees F or
lower for freezers and 40 degrees F or lower
for the refrigerator section. An appliance
thermometer assures your refrigerator/
freezer is maintaining these temperatures.
• Following recommended storage times for
foods. For example, some containers may
specify a recommended time frame in which
to eat a food after it is opened.

• It’s in the bag. We could all carry our
own reusable shopping bags when we go
shopping and save on plastic waste. Another
idea is to reuse any plastic grocery bags we
might accumulate to line small wastebaskets.
Put a few bags in the bottom of the waste
basket BEFORE you line it, so there’s another
one ready to use after one is filled.

• Avoiding buying so much food in bulk that it
spoils before you can use it. Or if you find that
you have a large amount of something whose
expiration date is approaching, give it away.

• Buy local. Local foods are those that are
produced with typically less travel involved,
using less fuel and pollution to get there. In
addition, local foods tend to be a fresh choice.

• Bulk it up. Some products purchased at
the grocery store, such as hand soap, can be
purchased in big bottles that are used to refill
a smaller-size bottle. Reduce the cost and the
packaging by refilling the smaller bottle.

• Drink to this. Buy a reusable water bottle
and fill it with tap water. Your investment
soon will pay for itself.

• Gotta have a plan! Plan ahead and shop
in conjunction with other errands taking
you near your grocery store. The result is a
reduction in the use and cost of fuel needed
to transport food.
• Practice the 3 R’s. Produce less waste AND
save money by practicing the 3 R’s of reduce,
reuse and recycle.
Here are three examples in relation to
throwing away leftover food. Not only
does tossing leftovers waste money, it also
wastes the energy resources and packaging
materials associated with the tossed food.
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{ puzzles }

wait a second, i did that spot the diffence puzzle a couple years ago!

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way that each row across, each column
down and each small 9-box square contains all of the numbers from one to nine.
Answer on page 47.

Spot the Difference

Can you spot 10 differences between the two versions of this photo form the
Dubuque Arboretum by Ron Tigges - Answers on page 47.

Answer on page 47
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{ mayor roy buol }

next stop... tour de france for the mayor!

Answers for Sustainable Cities
by mayor roy d. buol
The Eco Summit’s closing
session
featured
Dr.
Chiao-Fe
Shu,
Chief
Technology Officer of IBM GTS Physical
Security Services of IBM Research. He shared
that citizens are placing increasing demands
on leaders to innovate and are demanding
security, convenience, opportunity and
prosperity. Leaders deliver streets/roads,
water/ energy, jobs/education, and lifestyle/
culture. Smarter cities, however, drive
sustainable economic growth by leveraging
information to make better decisions; by
anticipating problems to resolve them
proactively; and by coordinating resources
to operate effectively.

By applying evidence from over 2,000
projects with cities of all sizes from around
the world, IBM Research reported the
following:
• Smart metering in Malta helps citizens pay
only for the energy they use;
• Predictive analysis helped slash Richmond’s
crime rate by 40%;
• Data analytics helped to cut crime 35% in
New York City;
• In Delft, developing enhanced flood
prediction and protection systems for
coastal areas and river deltas;
• In Taiwan, 99% of smarter trains run on time;
• Miami – Dade County Public Schools have
increased academic achievement across the
board;
• In downtown Stockholm, smart traffic
systems helped reduce gridlock by 20%;
• IBM helped Amsterdam Airport move 20
million more bags every year with a smarter
baggage system,
• And peak energy loads fell by 15% when
IBM helped homes in the Pacific Northwest
talk straight to the grid.
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The IBM Intelligent Operations Center for
Smarter Cities integrates the most repeatable
global “Best Practice” patterns to allow city
leaders to leverage information across all
city agencies and departments; anticipate
problems and minimize the impact of
disruptions; and coordinate resources to
respond to issues rapidly and effectively. It’s
about transforming the way we do business
so we can invest that money in front-line
service delivery to citizens!

Finally, as the opening day speaker for the
Summit, it was my honor to present on “Smart
Technology & Community Engagement.”
I shared how Sustainable Dubuque, our
Council-adopted,
community-created,
and citizen-led initiative began officially in
2006 through the collective desire of our
citizens to create value and a legacy of life
quality through sustainable practices and
programs; that, from that time to this, across
the community, we are investing in ongoing
visioning and implementation of programs
and projects that respond to the eleven
principles of the Sustainable Dubuque
model; how our unique partnership with
IBM Research and its Smarter Planet
program has resulted in Dubuque being
the first “Smarter City in North America”
and the only city to integrate data across
the silos of water, electricity, natural gas,
transportation, and health & wellness;
that citizens are exploring and using these
new smarter technologies to learn about
resource consumption patterns and how to
save money; and finally, that a Sustainability
Innovation Consortium led by the private
business sector is analyzing future product
and market opportunities as well as return
on investment!

Following each of the presentations
throughout the two days, we were
involved as members of a panel to
take questions from the conference
participants. At different times throughout
the conference, we were treated to
demonstrations that enhanced the realities
of smart technologies, living labs, and
notably the new iBike (which I did ride!).

This is a new generation health-oriented
stationary bicycle platform. There is a
sensor attached to the back wheel of
the iBike that will move according to the
speed received from the sensor. There
is a damping system in the sensor which
creates resistance to the wheel when you
are riding uphill. Importantly, there is a
glove you put on before you start riding
the bike and it will detect your physical
state and transmit data to a computer
screen on the bike via Bluetooth. Your

heart rate and electrocardiogram will then
be shown on a screen. You can monitor
your physical condition when exercising,
see the exercise intensity, how much you
have exercised, and adjust your riding
habit to reach the best exercise intensity!
At the end of the summit, there was
a formal signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding which represents the
friendships developed between Tainan
and the five international cities; and
to continue sharing best practices and
developing other possibilities for mutual
cooperation and understanding between
our cities. It was an amazing and eye
opening experience as we each realized
how truly small our world really is, and how
much we are working in our own corners to
ensure its smartest and best future!
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{ architecture days / trixie kitsch }

trixie would like you all to know that she’d like you to shut up.

throughout the community that welcomes
creativity and self-expression. This exhibition is a great way to recognize all of the
talent and hard work that happens in our
school art programs each and every day.”
Art teachers and even some students will
also help Museum of Art staff install the
exhibition April 9-10, further adding to
the valuable experience for participating
students.

Citywide All-School
Student Art Exhibition
Opening Reception
Friday, April 13
Dubuque Museum of Art

The Dubuque Museum of Art celebrates
spring with a new exhibit featuring some
of the best of the city’s young artists. The
museum presents the biennial Citywide
All-School Student Art Exhibition from
April 10 through May 6,
2012. The show will include
artwork of nearly 250 students from Dubuque’s
public
and
parochial
schools, from kindergarten
through 12th grade, on display throughout the museum’s galleries. An opening
reception for the exhibit is
scheduled for Friday, April
13, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.

During the Friday, April 13 opening, the
Hempstead High School Art Club will be
selling pottery from their “100 Pots for
Pottery” project to help raise money for
the Dubuque Rescue Mission. This project focuses on homelessness in Dubuque
and the money raised will
be used to purchase food
items for the Mission. The
bowls will be sold for a
suggested donation of
$10. The project was kickstarted with a mini-grant
from Art Gumbo.

The student artists included in the exhibition were all chosen by their respective art
teachers, a great opportunity for talented
young artists. “The Museum is all about
supporting local art and artists,” said
Museum Director Mark Wahlert. “In all that
we do, we strive to create an atmosphere

The Dubuque Museum
of Art is open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Regular admission
is free through the year of 2010, thanks to a
generous sponsorship by the local office of
Prudential Financial. The Museum is located
at 701 Locust Street in Dubuque. For more
information, visit www.dbqart.com, or call
the Museum of Art at (563) 557-1851.

DubuqueFest Fine Arts Festival
Fundraiser & Exhibit

The opening exhibit is an openthemed group show featuring
the work of several local and
regional artists including collaborative installation work. The
opening reception serves as a
fundraiser for DubuqueFest Fine
Arts Festival, Dubuque’s premiere all arts festival scheduled
for May18-20. The cost is $10 and
includes appetizers, art, drinks, and music.
All proceeds support the festival.

Art lovers, mark your calendars for Friday,
April 27. Join the Dubuque County Fine
Arts Society for the grand opening of Nash
Gallery, Dubuque’s new home for emerging artists, on Friday, April 27, 6-9 p.m. at
489 Bluff Street in Cable Car Square.

The exhibit serves as the inaugural show
of the new Nash Gallery, Dubuque County
Fine Arts Society’s non-profit exhibition
space for emerging artists. Fine Arts Society hopes to host more shows and events
in the space in the coming year. More
details to come!

Friday, April 27
New Nash Gallery
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Dear Trixie,

Dear Help,

My seven year old son is just plain
evil. He will not listen to anything his
mother or I say and is violent when
he doesn’t get his way. So far he has
knocked his little sister unconscious
and bitten his grandmother’s arm.
He kicked me in the crotch because I
asked him to put away the Game Boy
and go to bed. I am afraid to sleep at
night for fear he’ll kill us all. Trixie, how
would you handle such a tough kid?
- Desperate Dad

My mother, who was a Girl Scout leader,
always used cherry cough syrup and
duct tape.

Dear Dad,
Preheat oven to 325. Rub the meat with
garlic, dredge it in flour and brown on
all sides. Cover and bake for four hours.
Dear Trixie,
I’m 47 and ready for a serious relationship. I want a girl with a decent figure
who can keep her trap shut. I can’t
stand that constant chattering that
women do. Sounds like chickens. Also, I
want a woman who can financially support herself. What do you suggest?
- Regular Guy

Dear Regular Guy,
Internet dating. Write, “Single male
seeks stupid mute with trust fund.”
Good luck with that.
Dear Trixie,
My husband has decided we need to go
to Disney World this summer. This will be
the first vacation for our children who
are 6, 4 and 2. They have never behaved
on a car ride in the past so I can imagine
how awful it will be. They hit each other
and shriek at the top of their lungs until I yell at them or stop the car. Do you
know of a way to keep them quiet and
occupied for two thousand miles? - Help

Dear Trixie,
I’m going to college this fall at the University of Iowa. My mom was a Chi Omega sister and she thinks I should definitely join a sorority. What do you think?
- Future Freshman

Dear Future Freshman,
Sororities are a great way for you to
meet people and learn new ways to
vomit up food.
Dear Trixie,
My wife has a major problem with
shopping. She shops when she’s happy,
she shops when she’s sad, she shops
online and at the mall. She’s shopping
me into bankruptcy. I’ve sat down with
her and also had her sister, who is an
accountant, sit down and explain that
her spending is out of control. I cut up
all the credit cards and figured that
would be the end of it. She was very
embarrassed but do you know what
she did??!! She applied for credit behind my back and has already received
two new Visa cards with a $10,000 limit.
They are both maxed out and I am really scared. I didn’t think she’d “spite”
shop. I think she should see a doctor or
therapist. I read something somewhere
that they have a medicine now that
could help with impulsive behaviors.
Is there a shot she can get to cure her?
- Poor Man

Dear Poor Man,
Yes, it’s called lethal injection and is 100
percent effective.
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{ dr. skrap / puzzle answers}

Aries 3/21-4/19
You binged on beer on St.
Patrick’s Day, you survived
on Margaritas and nachos all of spring
break, and you stuffed your face with
chocolate on Easter. Better stick to salads until festival season starts.

Libra 9/23-10/22
You went to the furniture store
looking for a $500 sofa and came
home with a space station the serves you cold
beer, pizza rolls and lays fat with the push of a
button. You haven’t wasted this much money
since you bought you boat.

Taurus 4/20-5/20
. You’ve reached the point in
your relationship where you
can leave the bathroom door open when
you use the toilet but using a neti pot to
rinse out your allergy-stricken nose in
front of your significant other might just
be the deal breaker.

Scorpio 10/23-11/21
You got great tickets to the silent
film showcase but the old man
with the bad hearing and worse memory
keeps yelling, “whaaaat?, whaaat?, I can’t
hear a damn thing over that band!” Take
your video phone!

Gemini 5/21-6/21
Remember, drinking to the
point that you don’t remember what you did is no excuse for doing
what you actually did.
Cancer 6/22-7/22
You’re heartbroken the $10
in Powerball tickets did not
win you a half-billion dollars. You’re not
alone. As investments go, it was kind of
a long shot.
Leo 7/23-8/22
Sure, the City says they will tell
the public where they plan
to install traffic cameras. That’s exactly
what they want you to believe. But you
know that’s just the cover for spying on
you. Paranoid much?
Virgo 8/23-9/22
Your springtime allergy meds
are starting to make you delusional. Or maybe the cat is talking about
you behind your back.
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Sagittarius 11/22-12/21
You wish that everyday could be
the first day of baseball season.
Not so much because you love the game,
but everyone seems to give away free hot
dogs on opening day and you can really get
behind that kind of thinking.

newsflash, the doctor is a moron!

PUZZLE ANSWERS (From page 44)
Spot the Difference

Capricorn 12/22-1/19
Picking asparagus in March,
mowing the lawn before Easter
and seeing short shorts before opening day
are all probably some kind of record. And
giving up on your golf game before May is
probably a new record for you as well.
Aquarius 1/20-2/18
Re-gifting those jelly beans you
got for Easter last year was not
cool. But at the same time, very imprressive.
Mostly because you hung onto something you
don’t want for a whole year and didn’t lose it.
Pisces 2/19-3/20
When a lot of people converge on
downtown Dubuque for the Julien
Dubuque International Film Festival, try not to embarrass us all in front of our
classy guests. For example, leave town.

Pop Quiz
from Page 37

Sudoku

Crossword

1. NIKE
2. GALENA
3. HARRISON BARNES
4. DALE SVEUM
5. TORNADOES
6. WEEZIE
7. ALASKA
8. GEDDY LEE
9. BIG VODOO DADDY
10. AURORA
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